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ABSTRACT
Human-level visual 3D perception ability has long been pursued by researchers in computer
vision, computer graphics, and robotics. Recent years have seen an emerging line of works using
synthetic images to train deep networks for single image 3D perception. Synthetic images rendered
by graphics engines are a promising source for training deep neural networks because it comes with
perfect 3D ground truth for free. However, the 3D shapes and scenes to be rendered are largely
made manual. Besides, it is challenging to ensure that synthetic images collected this way can help
train a deep network to perform well on real images. This is because graphics generation pipelines
require numerous design decisions such as the selection of 3D shapes and the placement of the
camera.
In this dissertation, we propose automatic generation pipelines of synthetic data that aim to
improve the task performance of a trained network. We explore both supervised and unsupervised
directions for automatic optimization of 3D decisions. For supervised learning, we demonstrate how
to optimize 3D parameters such that a trained network can generalize well to real images. We first
show that we can construct a pure synthetic 3D shape to achieve state-of-the-art performance on a
shape-from-shading benchmark. We further parameterize the decisions as a vector and propose a
hybrid gradient approach to efficiently optimize the vector towards usefulness. Our hybrid gradient
is able to outperform classic black-box approaches on a wide selection of 3D perception tasks. For
unsupervised learning, we propose a novelty metric for 3D parameter evolution based on deep
autoregressive models. We show that without any extrinsic motivation, the novelty computed from
autoregressive models alone is helpful. Our novelty metric can consistently encourage a random





1.1.1 Single Image 3D Perception with Deep Neural Networks
We capture our 3D world into digital images, store them on our digital devices such as cameras,
phones, and computers. We print them out, view them on our display, or share them online with
others. Though these images encode the 3D of the scene, they are represented in the form of 2D
matrices of color values, or pixels. For humans, we are naturally good at understanding the 3D
structure and recovering the 3D content inside, regardless of their 2D form. However, for computers,
human-level visual 3D perception ability is not for free; such ability has long been pursued by
researchers in a wide variety of fields, including computer vision, computer graphics, and robotics.
In prior research, single image 3D perception generally relies on monocular cues in the image,
such as shading, texture or edges. Early studies focus on those cues for 3D surface reconstruction,
also known as shape-from-X. For example, one can estimate the surface normal direction from
how texture patterns vary across the 2D image [32]. These studies of monocular cues base the
assumptions on our knowledge of the real world, such as assumptions of smooth surfaces, uniform
painting, and natural illumination [8].
Recent years have seen an emerging line of literature using data-driven approaches, specifically
deep neural networks, with significant progress on the task of single image 3D recovery. Deep neural
networks do away from manual specification of priors. Instead, they automatically learn the prior
knowledge from a dataset of images with 3D ground truth. This largely avoids the manual design of
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optimization objectives and algorithms, and instead take advantage of large-scale datasets. Deep
networks have shown great promise in recovering 3D from images, with increasing state-of-the-art
performance on standard benchmarks [38, 74, 82, 70, 53, 44, 81, 113, 24, 71, 116, 176, 59].
1.1.2 3D Representations in Deep Learning
For single image 3D perception, the 3D representation can take many different forms. Especially
for deep learning, researchers typically cater to their needs. Here we summarize common 3D
representations used in this dissertation.
3D meshes Meshes are compact surface representation describing the surface geometry using
polygon faces. In deep learning, 3D polygon meshes are prevalently used for rendering synthetic
images because of the easy integration with graphics rendering pipelines. It is also a standard
representation in 3D modeling. Therefore, 3D mesh datasets [17, 179, 27, 62, 147] are collected for
synthesizing images to train or evaluate 3D perception tasks for deep neural networks.
Depth, normal, reflectance and shading Maps For deep neural networks, 2D maps of depth
and normal are common options for representing 3D structures of scenes. They are obtained by
mapping the normal vector and the depth of corresponding 3D surface points at each pixel to a 2D
matrix. This structured 2D representation is similar to a 2D image, so it is easier to design neural
network architectures suited for pixelwise prediction. A large body of work uses this representation
for designing deep neural networks for 3D tasks [38, 82, 70, 53, 44, 113, 24, 116, 59]. Compared to
recovering the full 3D surface from a single image, the depth and normal maps only include the
surface points that appear in the 2D image, and thus avoids the need for hallucinating the occluded
parts.
Another related representation is intrinsic images, which are the reflectance and the shading
components of a single image. The reflectance map contains the material color of the objects at each
pixel mapped into a 2D image. Similarly, the shading map is the accumulation of lighting on the
surface at each pixel. In simplified settings, the reflectance only depends on the intrinsic material
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properties of the objects and does not depend on external illumination; the shading is uniquely
determined by the surface geometry and external illumination. Though reflectance and shading
do not directly represent a 3D surface, a 3D surface can be further extracted from those intrinsic
components. Therefore, they also share the common goal of 3D perception, and frequently appear
in related literature [137, 177, 47, 9, 61, 88, 135, 79, 173, 134, 78].
Implicit functions For 3D surface representation, an implicit function F (x, y, z) takes a 3D
coordinate (x, y, z) as input and outputs a real value. The surface is represented by the zero
level set of the function F (x, y, z). The shape surface in this form is not directly available for
rendering, unless special rendering techniques are developed [55], or the surface is explicitly
extracted using algorithms such as marching cubes [85]. Recently in deep learning, implicit
functions are represented using a deep neural network, sometimes conditioned on the input image
for single image 3D recovery [83, 168, 96, 26, 105, 50].
Constructive solid geometry Constructive solid geometry (CSG) represents a shape using a
symbolic tree of primitive shapes [43]. The leaf nodes represent primitive shapes such as cylinders,
cubes, spheres, etc. The non-leaf nodes specify the boolean operations such as union, intersection
and difference on their children. The final shape is computed by recursively applying the boolean
operations from children to parents. Under the assumption that the objects can be composed by a
set of simple primitives, researchers have also studied parsing CSG for single shape recovery [182,
136, 36, 149].
1.1.3 Training Datasets for Single Image 3D
Large-scale datasets such as ImageNet [35], Microsoft COCO [80] are essential for the success
of deep neural networks in classification and object recognition tasks. The class label and object
bounding boxes are relatively easy to annotate. However, for single image 3D, the task requires
dense prediction of 3D, so sufficiently annotated 3D ground truth is often required for supervised
learning of deep networks. The main approaches for acquiring 3D ground truth approximately fall
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into several categories.
1.1.3.1 Manual Capturing of Real World
Depth scanned by sensors is a valid source for collecting dense 3D ground truth. A number
of datasets follow this line and capture RGB-D images using Kinect or LiDAR [129, 138, 48, 62,
139, 27]. In RGB-D images, the depth map is recorded using the range sensor and then aligned
to the corresponding RGB image. For example, the NYU Depth V2 dataset [138] has 407,024
RGB-D frames of indoor rooms collected using a mounted Kinect. SUN RGB-D [139] has 10,000
indoor RGB-D images along with 58,657 human-annotated bounding boxes of 3D objects. For
autonomous driving scenarios, The KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [49] includes RGB-D videos of
road scenes along with many other 3D ground truths of stereo matching, optical flow, odometry and
semantic segmentation.
While these large-scale datasets have shown their effectiveness in training a deep neural network
to perform 3D perception tasks, capturing using sensors may be limited to sensor types and may
not result in diverse data. The datasets typically target to specific scenarios such as autonomous
driving [49] or indoor scenes and objects [138, 139].
1.1.3.2 Manual Annotation of Internet Images
Other than sensor capturing, there is also a line of work asking human workers to annotate 3D
from the internet images [22, 9, 21]. For example, Chen et al. [21] exploits human’s ability of
judging relative depth to collect sparse depth pairs in an image. Their followup work [22] designs
an efficient UI for collecting sparsely-annotated normals.
Due to limited throughput for human-computer interaction, the annotations are expected to
be sparse. In addition, human annotation may be prone to errors so quality assurance is typically
needed to ensure the datasets will be relevant for training a deep neural network.
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1.1.3.3 Synthetic Rendering using Graphics Engines
Graphics engines are physically accurate simulation of photo-taking in the real world. In the sim-
ulation, 3D ground truth such as depth and normal maps, 3D surfaces are readily available without
much additional cost. As mentioned earlier, single image 3D perception with deep neural networks
rely on provided 3D ground truth for supervision. Synthetic training images rendered by graphics
engines perfectly suit this scenario: they come with high-quality ground truth annotations for free,
such as pixel-perfect depth, normal and intrinsic images, complete lighting condition and camera
parameters. Therefore, synthetic images generated by computer graphics have been extensively
used for training deep networks for numerous tasks, including single image 3D reconstruction [139,
58, 95, 62, 171, 17], optical flow estimation [94, 15, 46], human pose estimation [155, 23], action
recognition [121], visual question answering [64], and many others [114, 91, 164, 151, 119, 120,
163]. The success of these works has demonstrated the effectiveness of synthetic images.
Compared to manual collection of real images, graphics rendering of synthetic images gives full
flexibility and control over the scene to be rendered. This includes the selection of objects in the
scene, their poses, the illumination configuration, camera intrinsics and extrinsics. The flexibility in
a graphics pipeline allows free designing and modification of every piece of a scene to fit specific
needs. In the context of training deep neural networks, the target is to make synthetic images better
training data. This means the synthetic images need to be large-scale and relevant to 3D perception
tasks.
Most of today’s existing synthetic datasets collect 3D assets with manual labor. The idea behind
is similar to capturing real images: designs of 3D scenes and collection of 3D shapes can be made
manual. Scenes and shapes that are designed by humans are similar to those that exist in the real
world, so they are expected to be useful training data for deep neural networks. Take a popular
dataset as an example, ShapeNet [17] includes 50,000+ shapes in 55 real-world categories. As for
indoor scenes, SUNCG [140] contains 45,622 realistic indoor designs that are crowdsourced from
an online platform. Users design artistic floor plans in a house, arrange textured furniture and other
objects in the scene. Zhang et al. [175] and Li and Snavely [77] further render them for 3D tasks
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and show the large-scale datasets can help a network to perform well on real indoor scenes.
Similar datasets have been collected in this way, including SceneNet [95], Falling Things [152]
and SceneNN [58].
To increase the number of samples and reduce human cost, we have seen a few attempts
on automation of generating synthetic datasets. Manual heuristics can be seen in constructing
synthetic datasets, such as [175]. They randomly generate camera locations and angles, and then
filter out camera views that produce renderings with minimal pixel variety of object instances.
Another example is SceneNet [95], where they use gravity to randomize object arrangements. The
randomization increases the variety of the data and may potentially increase the task performance
of the trained network.
1.2 Motivation
As we have seen, synthetic images rendered by graphics engines are a great source for training
deep neural networks on various 3D perception tasks. However, today’s synthetic datasets still
involve large manual effort. Same as manual capturing of real images, human collection involves
intensive labor and considerable time for large-scale datasets. Besides, the application of synthetic
training data is hindered by the reality gap: it is not clear how to make sure that the generated data
will be useful for real-world tasks. Since there are only limited instances in the datasets collected
this way, it is also not clear how much can be considered enough for training deep neural networks
to perform well.
In this dissertation, we consider synthetic rendering pipelines aiming to solve the above problems.
Specifically, we are motivated by the flexibility of synthetic scenes: since we have full control
of every part of 3D content, we should make full use of this advantage. Our strategy is full
automation of the decisions including shape selection, lighting environment, object arrangement
and camera placement etc., while aiming at improving the quality of the dataset for training deep
neural networks.
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1.2.1 Automating the Graphics Pipeline
Automating the generation of synthetic data can relieve manual effort of collecting data. In this
dissertation, we propose methods that generate synthetic data in a fully automatic fashion, with
minimal manual design involved. For each task scenario, we first design a minimal template for
it. For example, for single shape from shading, we assume there is one single object and a global
illumination model in the scene. For human face reconstruction, we assume a face model is used
with directional lighting. For indoor scenes, there can be multiple shape instances with surrounding
walls, ceilings and floors. These templates are rather flexible and can be adjusted for different
scopes.
After the template is defined, the content of the scene is filled by a synthetic generator. The
synthetic generator has a set of parameters that control its behavior. For example, in Chapter 2, the
synthetic generator produces a 3D shape for shape-from-shading. In Chapter 3 and 4, the synthetic
generator can produce parameters for human face models, object instances, texture material, and
indoor layout. The generator can be parameterized as a discrete population of instances (Chapter 2
and 4) or a continuous distribution in a probabilistic model (Chapter 3).
This formulation is powerful: it can theoretically generate endless 3D configurations that are
different from one another, thus providing unlimited training samples for a deep neural network.
However, they are not all suited for training deep neural networks because it can easily produce
poor compositions, such as completely empty images due to incorrect lighting of a scene or bad
placement of a camera. Therefore, such images may not be useful for training a deep network as
little knowledge or information is included in the training sample.
To solve this problem, we first take a look at a number of domain-specific automatic generation
pipelines [112, 172, 63, 156]. These approaches aim at learning to generate synthetic scenes that
resemble real-world [63, 86], that are indistinguishable from real images [156], or that deal with
human-centric relations among furniture [112].
We also tweak a synthetic data generator, but we reiterate our goal: we hope to generate
unlimited training data that will be useful for training deep networks for 3D perception. Towards
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this goal, we explore two directions in this dissertation: supervised learning and unsupervised
learning of a synthetic data generator.
1.2.2 Supervised Learning: Optimization towards Usefulness
We optimize the synthetic generator directly towards usefulness. The usefulness is defined as
the generalization performance of a trained deep network, on an external dataset that represents
partial observation of the real world. This dataset can be a set of real images that are manually
collected. Note that this validation set is not for training the deep neural networks, but for evaluating
a trained one, so it does not have to be large-scale.
The overall idea is to tweak the parameters of a synthetic generator, obtain a set of training
samples, train a deep neural network on a task and then evaluate it on the external validation
set. Once we obtain the generalization performance, it serves as a supervision signal to learn the
synthetic generator parameters. Several concurrent works [65, 123] share a similar high-level
concept, while the task design and methodology are vastly different. In our work, the supervision
signal is passed back as fitness scores to guide the evolution (Chapter 2), or as an optimization loss
for gradient-based optimization (Chapter 3).
Based on this idea, in Chapter 2 we first propose an evolutionary method for automatically
generating random synthetic 3D shapes. In Chapter 3, we then generalize the formulation to be a
probabilistic 3D synthetic content generator controlled by a parameter vector, and accelerate the
optimization towards usefulness using what we call “hybrid gradient”.
1.2.3 Unsupervised Learning: Optimization towards Novelty
Supervised learning that involves training and evaluation of a deep network can be costly.
Besides, it depends on the task and the validation dataset. In Chapter 4, we hope to build a task-
agnostic unsupervised approach that optimizes the synthetic generator using intrinsic motivation.
We examine what serves a good training dataset based on the nature of training deep neural networks.
A deep neural network is able to perform well when it encounters a test sample it has already seen
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in the training set. This means a good training dataset should be diverse, covering a wide range of
training samples that may exist in the real world.
To this end, we draw inspiration from Novelty Search [73, 161]. In evolutionary robotics,
the diversity-rewarding algorithms can prevent the population from converging to homogenous
distributions under performance optimization. We bring it to the context of generating synthetic
training data: we design a novelty metric that encourages the synthetic generator to produce
synthetic images that are different from each other. The diversity constraint constantly drives the
synthetic generator to be creative and move away from existing samples, therefore producing a wide
range of rendered images as well as 3D configurations.
1.3 Contributions
1.3.1 Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Shapes through Shape Evolution (Chapter 2)
In this chapter, we address shape-from-shading by training deep networks on synthetic images.
We consider constructing pure synthetic shapes that are contrary to manually curated shapes such as
ShapeNet [17]. We automate the synthetic shape generation with an evolutionary algorithm that
jointly generates 3D shapes and trains a shape-from-shading deep network. We evolve complex
shapes entirely from simple primitives such as spheres and cubes. The evolution process is
supervised by a usefulness metric, based on generalization performance of a trained deep network.
We demonstrate that a network trained in this way can achieve better performance than previous
algorithms, without using any external dataset of 3D shapes.
This chapter is based on a published work:
• D. Yang and J. Deng. Shape from shading through shape evolution. In The IEEE Conference
on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), June 2018
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1.3.2 Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Data through Hybrid Gradient (Chapter 3)
In this chapter, we parameterize the synthetic generation pipeline as a probabilistic 3D content
generator. We then optimize the parameter vector of the generator towards the usefulness target.
We propose a new method for such optimization, based on what we call “hybrid gradient”. The
basic idea is to make use of the analytical gradient where they are available, and combine them with
black-box optimization for the rest of the function.
We evaluate our approach on the task of estimating surface normal, depth and intrinsic com-
ponents from a single image. Experiments on standard benchmarks and controlled settings show
that our approach can outperform prior methods on optimizing the generation of 3D training data,
particularly in terms of computational efficiency.
This chapter is based on a published work:
• D. Yang and J. Deng. Learning to generate synthetic 3d training data through hybrid gradient.
In IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2020
1.3.3 Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Data with a Novelty Metric (Chapter 4)
We consider an unsupervised approach to learning a synthetic data generator. We focus on the
intrinsic motivation of a random synthetic data generator—novelty. It means a synthetic generator
should always generate a new data sample that looks different from previous ones. Once a novel
sample is seen, it is no longer viewed as novel. The novelty motivation constantly pressures the
generator to be creative, so that it is able to explore a broader range of synthetic samples.
To define the novelty metric, we make use of an existing autoregressive model, PixelCNN [154,
128], to model the probabilistic distributions of the generated images. The novelty model is updated
to include new synthetic images; in turn, the generator is pressured to generate images that are new
to the novelty model.
We experiment in two zero-shot scenarios: shape-from-shading of a single object and intrinsic
image decomposition of a scene containing multiple objects. In both scenarios, we define two
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templates for the task, with zero knowledge of the test distribution. We demonstrate that the novelty
metric is able to help a random synthetic data generator to produce more useful training data. The
network trained on the novelty-guided synthetic data is able to generalize better on unseen images
in different test datasets.
This chapter is based on a draft submission for publication:
• D. Yang and J. Deng. Novelty-guided evolution for generating synthetic 3d training data.
Manuscript submitted for publication, 2020
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CHAPTER 2
Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Shapes through Shape Evolution1
2.1 Introduction
Shape from Shading (SFS) is a classic computer vision problem at the core of single-image
3D reconstruction [174]. Shading cues play an important role in recovering geometry and are
especially critical for textureless surfaces.
Traditionally, Shape from Shading has been approached as an optimization problem where
the task is to solve for a plausible shape that can generate the pixels under a Lambertian shading
model [167, 37, 8, 7, 6]. The key challenge is to design an appropriate optimization objective to
sufficiently constrain the solution space, and to design an optimization algorithm to find a good
solution efficiently.
In this chapter, we address Shape from Shading by training deep networks on synthetic images.
This follows an emerging line of work on single-image 3D reconstruction that combines synthetic
imagery and deep learning [144, 95, 92, 175, 119, 148, 28, 166, 15]. Such an approach does away
with the manual design of optimization objectives and algorithms, and instead trains a deep network
to directly estimate shape. This approach can take advantage of a large amount of training data, and
has shown great promise on tasks such as view point estimation [144], 3D object reconstruction and
recognition [148, 28, 166], and normal estimation in indoor scenes [175].
One limitation of this data-driven approach, however, is availability of 3D shapes needed for
rendering synthetic images. Existing approaches have relied on manually constructed [17, 179, 2]
1This chapter is based on a joint work with Jia Deng [171].
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or scanned shapes [27]. But such datasets can be expensive to build. Furthermore, while synthetic
datasets can be augmented with varying viewpoints and lighting, they are still constrained by the
number of distinct shapes, which may limit the ability of trained models to generalize to real images.
An intriguing question is whether it would be possible to do away with manually curated 3D
shapes while still being able to use synthetic images to train deep networks. Our key hypothesis
is that shapes are compositional and we should be able to compose complex shapes from simple
primitives. The challenge is how to enable automatic composition and how to ensure that the
composed shapes are useful for training deep networks.
We propose an evolutionary algorithm that jointly generates 3D shapes and trains a shape-from-
shading deep network. We evolve complex shapes entirely from simple primitives such as spheres
and cubes, and do so in tandem with the training of a deep network to perform shape from shading.
The evolution of shapes and the training of a deep network collaborate—the former generates
shapes needed by the latter, and the latter provides feedback to guide the former. Our approach
is significantly novel compared to prior works that use synthetic images to train deep networks,
because they have all relied on manually curated shape datasets [144, 92, 175, 148].
In this algorithm, we represent each shape using an implicit function [117]. Each function is
composed of simple primitives, and the composition is encoded as a computation graph. Starting
from simple primitives such as spheres and cubes, we evolve a population of shapes through
transformations and compositions defined over graphs. We render synthetic images from each
shape in the population and use the synthetic images to train a shape-from-shading network. The
performance of the network on a validation set of real images is then used to define the fitness score
of each shape. In each round of the evolution, fitter shapes have better chance of survival whereas
less fit shapes tend to be eliminated. The end result is a population of surviving shapes, along with a
shape-from-shading network trained with them. Figure 2.1 illustrates the overall pipeline.
The shape-from-shading network is incrementally trained in a way that is tightly integrated with
shape evolution. In each round of evolution, the network is fine-tuned separately with each shape



















Figure 2.1: The overview of our approach. Starting from simple primitives such as spheres and cubes, we evolve a
population of complex shapes. We render synthetic images from the shapes to incrementally train a shape-from-shading
network. The performance of the network on a validation set of real images is then used to guide the shape evolution.
advances to the next round while the rest are discarded. In other words, the network tries updating
its weights using each newly evolved shape, and the best weights are kept to the next round.
We evaluate our approach using the MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Images dataset [8]. Experiments
demonstrate that we can train a deep network to achieve state-of-the-art performance on real images
using synthetic images rendered entirely from evolved shapes, without the help of any manually
constructed or scanned shapes. In addition, we present ablation studies which support the design of
our evolutionary algorithm.
Our results are significant in that we demonstrate that it is potentially possible to completely
automate the generation of synthetic images used to train deep networks. We also show that the
generation procedure can be effectively adapted, through evolution, to the training of a deep network.
This opens up the possibility of training 3D reconstruction networks with a large number of shapes
beyond the reach of manually curated shape collections.
To summarize, our contributions are twofold: (1) we propose an evolutionary algorithm to jointly
evolve 3D shapes and train deep networks, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first time
this has been done; (2) we demonstrate that a network trained this way can achieve state-of-the-art
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performance on a real-world shape-from-shading benchmark, without using any external dataset of
3D shapes.
2.2 Related Work
Recovering 3D properties from a single image is one of the most fundamental problems of
computer vision. Early works mostly focused on developing analytical solutions and optimization
techniques, with zero or minimal learning [32, 174, 8, 7, 6]. Recent successes in this direction
include the SIRFS algorithm by Barron and Malik [8], the local shape from shading method by
Xiong et al. [167], and “polynomial SFS” algorithm by Ecker and Jepson [37]. All these methods
have interpretable, “glass box” models with elegant insights, but in order to maintain analytical
tractability, they have to make substantial assumptions that may not hold in unconstrained settings.
For example, SIRFS [8] assumes a known object boundary, which is often unavailable in practice.
The method by Xiong et al. assumes quadratically parameterized surfaces, which has difficulties
approximating sharp edges or depth discontinuities.
Learning-based methods are less interpretable but more flexible. Seminal works include an
MRF-based method proposed by Hoiem et al. [56] and the Make3D [129] system by Saxena et al.
Cole et al. [30] proposed a data-driven method for 3D shape interpretation by retrieving similar
image patches from a training set and stitching the local shapes together. Richter and Roth [118]
used a discriminative learning approach to recover shape from shading in unknown illumination.
Some recent works have used deep neural networks for predicting surface normals [159, 4] or
depth [38, 157, 16] and have shown state-of-the-art results.
Learning-based methods cannot succeed without high-quality training data. Recent years
have seen many efforts to acquire 3D ground truth from the real world, including ScanNet [33],
NYU Depth [138], the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [49], SUN RGB-D [139], B3DO [62], and
Make3D [129], all of which offer RGB-D images captured by depth sensors. The MIT-Berkeley
Intrinsic Images dataset [8] provides real world images with ground truth on shading, reflectance,
normals in addition to depth.
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In addition to real world data, synthetic imagery has also been explored as a source of supervision.
Promising results have been demonstrated on diverse 3D tasks such as pose estimation [144, 92,
2], optical flow [15], object reconstruction [148, 28], and surface normal estimation [175]. Such
advances have been made possible by concomitant efforts to collect 3D content needed for rendering.
In particular, the 3D shapes have come from a variety of sources, including online CAD model
repositories [17, 179], interior design sites [175], video games [119, 120], and movies [15].
The collection of 3D shapes, from either the real world or a virtual world, involves substantial
manual effort—the former requires depth sensors to be carried around whereas the latter requires
human artists to compose the 3D models. Our work explores a new direction that automatically
generates 3D shapes to serve an end task, bypassing real world acquisition or human creation.
Our work draws inspiration from the work of Clune & Lipson [29], which evolves 3D shapes as
Compositional Pattern Producing Networks [142]. Our work differs from theirs in two important
aspects. First, Clune & Lipson perform only shape generation, particularly the generation of
interesting shapes, where interestingness is defined by humans in the loop. In contrast, we jointly
generate shapes and train deep networks, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first this has
been done. Second, we use a significantly different evolution procedure. Clune & Lipson adopt
the NEAT algorithm [143], which uses generic graph operations such as insertion and crossover at
random nodes, whereas our evolution operations represent common shape “edits” such as translation,
rotation, intersection, and union, which are chosen to optimize the efficiency of evolving 3D shapes.
2.3 Shape Evolution
Our shape evolution follows the setup of a standard genetic algorithm [57]. We start with an
initial population of shapes. Each shape in the population receives a fitness score from an external
evaluator. Then the shapes are sampled according to their fitness scores, and undergo random
geometric operations to form a new population. This process then repeats for successive iterations.
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2.3.1 Shape Representation
We represent shapes using implicit surfaces [117]. An implicit surface is defined by a function
F : R3 → R. that maps a 3D point to a scalar. The surface consists of points (x, y, z) that satisfy
the equation:
F (x, y, z) = 0.
And if we define the points F (x, y, z) < 0 as the interior, then a solid shape is constructed from this
function F . Note that the shape is not guaranteed to be closed, i.e. may have points at infinity. A
simple workaround is to always confine the points within a cube [29].
Our initial shape population consists of four common shapes— sphere, cylinder, cube, and cone,
which can be represented by the functions below:
Sphere : F (x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 −R2








Cube : F (x, y, z) = max(|x|, |y|, |z|)− L
2







An advantage of implicit surfaces is that the composition of shapes can be easily expressed as
the composition of functions, and a composite function can be represented by a (directed acyclic)
computation graph, in the same way a neural network is represented as a computation graph.
Suppose a computation graph G = (V,E). It includes a set of nodes V = {x, y, z} ∪
{v1, v2, · · · } ∪ {t}, which includes three input nodes {x, y, z}, a variable number of internal nodes
{v1, v2, · · · }, and a single output node t. Each node v ∈ V (excluding input nodes) is associated
with a scalar bias bv, a reduction function rv that maps a variable number of real values to a single
scalar, and an activation function φv that maps a real value to a new value. In addition, each edge
e ∈ E is associated with a weight we.
It is worth noting that different from a standard neural network or a Compositional Pattern















































Figure 2.2: The computation graphs of four primitive shapes defined in Equation 2.1. The unlabeled edge weight and















Figure 2.3: Shape transformation represented by graph
operation. Left: the graph of the shape before transfor-
mation. Right: the graph of the shape after transforma-
tion.
can be sum, max or min. As will become clear, this is to allow straightforward composition of
shapes.
To evaluate the computation graph, each node takes the weighted activations of its predecessors
and applies the reduction function, followed by the activation function plus the bias. Figure 2.2
illustrates the graphs of the functions defined in Equation 2.1.
Shape transformation To evolve shapes, we define graph operations to generate new shapes
from existing ones. We first show how to transform an individual shape. Given an existing shape
represented by F (x, y, z), let F (T (x, y, z)) represent a transformed shape, where T : R3 → R3
is a 3D-to-3D map. It is easy to verify that F (T (x, y, z)) represents the transformed shape under
translation, rotation, and scaling if we define T as
T (x, y, z) = (λA)−1[x, y, z]T − b, (2.2)
where A is a rotation matrix, λ is the scalar, and the b is the translation vector. Note that for
simplicity our definitions have only included a single global scalar, but more flexibility can be easily
introduced by allowing different scalars along different axes or an arbitrary invertible matrix A.





















Figure 2.4: The union of two shapes represented by
graph merging. Left: the respective graphs of the two
shapes to be unioned. Right: the graph of the unioned
shape.
in Figure 2.3. Given the original graph of the shape, we insert 3 new input nodes x′, y′, z′ before the
original input nodes, connect new nodes to the original nodes with weights corresponding to the
elements of the matrix (λA)−1, and set the biases of the original nodes to the vector −b.
Shape composition In addition to transforming individual shapes, we also define binary oper-
ations over two shapes. This allows complex shapes to emerge from the composition of simple
ones. Suppose we have two shapes with the implicit representations F1(x, y, z) and F2(x, y, z). As
a basic fact [117], the union, intersection, and difference of the two can be represented as follows:
Funion(x, y, z) = min(F1(x, y, z), F2(x, y, z))
Fintersection(x, y, z) = max(F1(x, y, z), F2(x, y, z))
Fdifference(1,2)(x, y, z) = max(F1(x, y, z),−F2(x, y, z)).
(2.3)
In terms of graph operations, composing two shapes together corresponds to merging two graphs.
As illustrated by Figure 2.4, we merge the input nodes of the two graphs and add a new output
node that is connected to the two original output nodes. We set the reduction function (max, min,




Our evolution process follows a standard setup. It starts with an initial population of n shapes:
{s1, s2, · · · , sn}, all of which are primitive shapes described in Equation 2.1. Next, m new shapes
({s′1, s′2, · · · , s′m}) are created from two randomly sampled existing shapes (i.e. two parent shapes).
Specifically, the two parent shapes each undergo a random rotation, a random scaling and a random
translation, and are then combined by a random operation chosen from union, intersection and
difference to generate a new child shape. Now, the population consists of a total of n+m (n parent
shapes and m child shapes). Each shape is then evaluated and given a fitness score, based on which
n shapes are selected to form the next population. This process is then repeated to evolve more
complex shapes.
Having outlined the overall algorithm, we now discuss several specific designs we introduce to
make our evolution more efficient and effective.
Fitness propagation Simply evaluating fitness as a function of individual shape is suboptimal
in our case. Our shapes are evolved based on composition, and to generate a new shape requires
combining existing shapes. If we define fitness strictly on an individual basis, simple shape
primitives, which may be useful in producing more complex shapes, can be eliminated during the
early rounds of evolution. For example, suppose our goal is to evolve an implicit representation of a
target shape. As the population nears the target shape, smaller and simpler cuts and additions are
needed to further refine the population. However, if small, simple shapes, which poorly represent
the target shape, have been eliminated, such refinement cannot take place.
We introduce fitness propagation to combat this problem. We propagate fitness scores from a
child shape to its parents to account for the fact that a parent shape may not have a high fitness in
itself, but nonetheless should remain in the population because it can be combined with others to
yield good shapes. Suppose in one round of evolution, we evaluate each of the n existing shapes and
m newly composed shapes and obtain n+m fitness scores {f1, · · · , fn, f ′1, · · · , f ′m}. But instead
of directly assigning the scores, we propagate the m fitness scores of the child shapes back to the
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parent shapes. A parent shape fi is assigned the best fitness score obtained by its children and itself:
fi ← max
({f ′j : si ∈ pi(s′j)} ∪ {fi}) , (2.4)
where pi(s′j) is the parents of shape s
′
j .
Computational resource constraint Because shapes evolve through composition, in the course
of evolution the shapes will naturally become more complex and have larger computation graphs. It
is easy to verify that the size of the computational graph of a composed shape will at least double in
the subsequent population. Thus without any constraint, the average computational cost of a shape
will grow exponentially in the number of iterations as the population evolves, quickly depleting
available computing resources before useful shapes emerge. To overcome this issue, we impose
a resource constraint by capping the growth of the graphs to be linear in the number of rounds of
evolution. If the number of nodes of a computation graph exceeds βt, where β is a hyperparameter
and t is time, the graph will be removed from the population and will not be used to construct the
next generation of shapes.
Discarding trivial compositions A random composition of two shapes can often result in trivial
combinations. For instance, the intersection of shape A and shape B may be empty, and the union
of two shapes can be the same as one of the parent. We detect and eliminate such cases to prevent
them from slowing down the evolution.
Promoting diversity Diversity of the population is important because it prevents the evolution
process from overcommitting to a narrow range of directions. If the externally given fitness score is
the only criterion for selection, shapes deemed less fit at the moment tend to go extinct quickly, and
evolution can get stuck due to a homogenized population. Therefore, we incorporate a diversity
constraint into our algorithm: a fixed proportion of the shapes in the population are sampled not
based on fitness, but based on the size of their computation graph, with bigger shapes sampled
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proportionally less often.
2.4 Joint Training of Deep Network
The shapes are evolved in conjunction with training a deep network to perform shape-from-
shading. The network takes a rendered image as input, and predicts the surface normal at each pixel.
To train this network, we render synthetic images and obtain the ground truth normals using the
evolved shapes.
The network is trained incrementally with a training set that consists of evolved shapes. Let Di
be the training set after the ith iteration of the evolution, and let Ni be the network at the same time.
The training set is initialized to empty before the evolution starts, i.e. D0 = ∅, and the network is
initialized with random weights.
In the ith evolution iteration, to compute the fitness score of a shape d in the population, we
fine-tune the current network Ni−1 with Di−1 ∪ {d}—the current training set plus the shape in
consideration—to produce a fine-tuned network Ndi−1, which is evaluated on a validation set of real
images to produce an error metric that is then used to define the fitness score of shape d. After we
have evaluated the fitness of every shape in the population, we update the training set with the fittest
shape d∗i ,
Di = Di−1 ∪ {d∗i }, (2.5)




In other words, we maintain a growing training set for the network. In each evolution iteration,
for each shape in the population we evaluate what would happen if we add the shape to the training
set and continue to train the network with the new training set. This is done for each shape in
the population separately, resulting in as many new network instances as there are shapes in the
current population. The best shape is then officially added to the training set, and the corresponding
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Figure 2.5: Evolution towards a target
shape. Left: targets. Right: The fittest
shapes in the population as the evolution
progresses at different iterations.
fine-tuned network is also kept while the other network instances are discarded.
2.5 Experiments
2.5.1 Standalone Evolution
We first experiment with shape evolution as a standalone module and study the role of several
design choices. Similar to [29], we evaluate whether our evolution process is capable of generating
shapes close to a given target shape. We define the fitness score of an evolved shape as its intersection
over union (IoU) of volume with the target shape.
Implementation details To select the shapes during evolution, half of the population are sampled
based on the rank r of their fitness score (from high to low), with the selection probability set to
0.2r. The other half of the population are sampled based on the rank s of their computation graph
size (from small to large), with the relative selection probability set to 0.2s, in order to maintain
diversity. To compute the volume, we voxelize the shapes to 32× 32× 32 grids. The population
size n is 1000 and the number of child shapes m = 1000.
Results We use two target shapes, a heart and a torus. Figure 2.5 shows the two target shapes
along with the fittest shape in the population as the evolution progresses. We can see that the
evolution is able to produce shapes very close to the targets. Quantitatively, after around 600
iterations, the best IoU of the evolved shapes reaches 94.9% for the heart and 93.5% for the torus.
We also study the effect of the design choices described in Section 2.3.2, including fitness
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Figure 2.6: The best IoU with the target shape (heart) versus evolution time (top) and the number of iterations (bottom)
for different combinations of design choices.
propagation, discarding trivial compositions, and promoting diversity. Figure 2.6 plots, for different
combinations of these choices, the best IoU with the target shape (heart) versus evolution time, in
terms of both wall time and the number of iterations. We can see that each of them is beneficial and
enabling all three achieves fastest evolution in terms of wall time. Note that, the diversity constraint
slows down evolution initially in terms of the number of iterations, but it prevents early saturation
and is faster in terms of wall time because of lower computational cost in each iteration.
2.5.2 Joint Evolution and Training
We now evaluate our full algorithm that jointly evolves shapes and trains a deep network. We
first describe in detail the setup of our individual components.
Setup of network training We use a stacked hourglass network [102] as our shape-from-shading
network. The network consists of a stack of 4 hourglasses, with 16 feature channels for each
hourglass and 32 feature channels for the initial layers before the hourglasses. In each round of
evolution, we fine-tune the network for τ = 100 iterations using RMSprop [150], a batch size of 4,
and the mean angle error as the loss function. Before fine-tuning on the new dataset, we re-initialize
the RMSprop optimizer.
Rendering synthetic images To render shapes into synthetic images, we use the Mitsuba ren-
derer [60], a physically based photorealistic renderer. We run the marching cubes algorithm [85] on
the implicit function of a shape with a resolution of 64× 64× 64 to generate the triangle mesh for
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rendering. We use a randomly placed orthographic camera, and a directional light with a random
direction within 60◦ of the viewing direction to ensure a sufficiently lit shape. All shapes are
rendered with diffuse textureless surfaces, along with self occlusion and shadows. In addition to the
images, we also generate ground truth surface normals.
Real images with ground truth For both training and testing, we need a set of real-world images
with ground truth of surface normals. For training, we need a validation set of real images to
evaluate the fitness of shapes, which is defined as how well they help the performance of a shape-
from-shading network on real images. For testing, we need a test set of real images to evaluate the
performance of the final network.
We use the MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Image dataset [8, 51] as the source of real images. It includes
images of 20 objects captured in a lab setting; each object has two images, one with texture and the
other textureless. We use the textureless version of the dataset because our method only evolves
shape but not texture. We adopt the official 50-50 train-test split, using the 10 training images as the
validation set for fitness evaluation and the 10 test images to evaluate the performance of the final
network.
Setup of shape evolution In each iteration of shape evolution, the population size is maintained
at n = 100, and m = 100 new shapes are composed. To select the shapes, 90% of the population
are sampled by a roulette wheel where the probability of each shape being chosen is proportional to
its fitness score. The fitness score is the reciprocal of the mean angle error on the validation set. The
remaining 10% are sampled using the diversity promoting strategy, where the shapes are sampled
also based on the rank s of their computation graph size (from small to large), with the relative
selection probability set to 0.5s.
Evaluation protocol To evaluate the shape-from-shading performance of the final network, we
use standard metrics proposed by prior work [159, 8]. We measure N-MAE and N-MSE, i.e. the
mean angle distance (in radians) between the predicted normals and ground-truth normals, and
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the mean squared errors of the normal vectors. We also measure the fraction of the pixels whose
normals are within 11.25, 22.5, 30 degrees angle distance of the ground-truth normals.
Since our network only accepts 128×128 input size but the images in the MIT-Berkeley dataset
have different sizes, we pad the images and scale them to 128×128 to feed into the network, and
then scale them back and crop to the original sizes for evaluation.
2.5.2.1 Baselines approaches
We compare with a number of baseline approaches including ablated versions of our algorithm.
We describe them in detail below.
SIRFS SIRFS [8] is an algorithm with state-of-the-art performance on shape from shading. It
is primarily based on optimization and manually designed priors, with a small number of learned
parameters. Our method only evolves shapes but not texture, so we compare with SIRFS using the
textureless images. Because the published results [8] only textured objects from the MIT-Berkeley
Intrinsic Image dataset, we obtained the results on textureless objects using their open source code.
Training with ShapeNet We also compare a baseline approach that trains the shape-from-shading
network using synthetic images rendered from an external shape dataset. We use a version of
ShapeNet [17], a large dataset of 3D CAD models that consists of approximately 51,300 shapes.
We evaluate two variants of this approach.
• ShapeNet-vanilla We train a single deep network on the synthetic images rendered using
shapes in ShapeNet. Both the network structure and the rendering setting are the same as in
the evolutionary algorithm. For every τ RMSprop iterations (the number of iterations used
to fine-tune a network in the evolution algorithm), we record the validation performance
and save the snapshot of the network. When testing, the snapshot with the best validation
performance is used.
• ShapeNet-incremental Same as the first ShapeNet-incremental, except that we restart the
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RMSprop training every τ iterations, initializing from the latest weights. This is because
in our evolution algorithm only the network weights are reloaded for incremental training,
while the RMSprop training starts from scratch. We include this baseline to eliminate any
advantage the restarts might bring in our evolution algorithm.
Ablated versions of our algorithm We consider three ablated versions of our algorithm:
• Ours-no-feedback The fitness score is replaced by a random value, while all other parts of the
algorithm remain unchanged. The shapes are still being evolved, and the networks are still
being trained, but there is no feedback on how good the shapes are.
• Ours-no-evolution The evolution is disabled, which means the population remains to be the
initial set of primitive shapes throughout the whole process. This ablated version is equivalent
to training a set of networks on a fixed dataset and picking the one from n+m networks that
has the best performance on the validation set every τ training iterations.
• Ours-no-evolution-plus-ShapeNet The evolution is disabled, and maintain a population of
n +m network instances being trained simultaneously. For each τ iterations, the network
with the best validation performance is selected and copied to replace the entire population. It
is equivalent to Ours-no-evolution except that the primitive shapes are replaced by shapes
randomly sampled from ShapeNet each time we render an image. This ablation is to evaluate
whether our evolved shapes are better than ShapeNet shapes, controlling for any advantage
our training algorithm might have even without any evolution taking place.
2.5.2.2 Results and analysis
Table 2.1 compares the baselines with our approach. We first see that the deep network trained
through shape evolution outperforms the state-of-the-art SIRFS algorithm, without using any
external dataset except for the 10 training images in the MIT-Berkeley dataset that are also used by
SIRFS.
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Table 2.1: The results of baselines and our approach on the test images. ∗Measured by uniformly randomly outputting
unit vectors on the +z hemisphere.
Summary Stats ↑ Errors ↓
≤ 11.25◦ ≤ 22.5◦ ≤ 30◦ MAE MSE
Random∗ 1.9% 7.5% 13.1% 1.1627 1.3071
SIRFS [8] 20.4% 53.3% 70.9% 0.4575 0.2964
ShapeNet-vanilla 12.7% 42.4% 62.8% 0.4831 0.2901
ShapeNet-incremental 15.2% 48.4% 66.4% 0.4597 0.2717
Ours-no-evolution-plus-ShapeNet 14.2% 53.0% 72.1% 0.4232 0.2233
Ours-no-evolution 17.3% 50.2% 66.1% 0.4673 0.2903
Ours-no-feedback 19.1% 49.5% 66.3% 0.4477 0.2624
Ours 21.6% 55.5% 73.5% 0.4064 0.2204
We also see that our algorithm outperforms all baselines trained on ShapeNet as well as all
ablated versions. This shows that our approach can do away with an external shape dataset and
generate useful shapes from simple primitives, and the evolved shapes are as useful as shapes from
ShapeNet for this shape-from-shading task. Figure 2.8 shows example shapes at different stages
of the evolution, as well as shapes from ShapeNet, and Figure 2.7 shows qualitative results of our
method and SIRFS on the test data.
More specifically, the Ours-no-evolution-plus-ShapeNet ablation shows that our evolved shapes
are actually more useful than ShapeNet for the task, although this is not surprising given that the
evolution is biased toward being useful. Also it shows that the advantage our method has over using
ShapeNet is due to evolution, not idiosyncrasies of our training procedure.
The Ours-no-evolution ablation shows that our good performance is not a result of well chosen
primitive shapes, and evolution actually generates better shapes. The Ours-no-feedback ablation
shows that the joint evolution and training is also important—random evolution can produce complex














Figure 2.7: The qualitative results of our method and SIRFS [8] on the test data.
Shape evolution over time ShapeNet
Figure 2.8: Example shapes at different stages of the evolution and shapes from ShapeNet.
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CHAPTER 3
Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Data through Hybrid Gradient1
3.1 Introduction
Synthetic images rendered by graphics engines have emerged as a promising source of training
data for deep networks, especially for vision and robotics tasks that involve perceiving 3D structures
from RGB pixels [15, 172, 155, 122, 95, 164, 18, 68, 140, 120, 119, 175, 77]. A major appeal of
generating training images from computer graphics is that they have a virtually unlimited supply
and come with high-quality 3D ground truth for free.
Despite its great promise, however, using synthetic training images from graphics poses its own
challenges. One of them is ensuring that the synthetic training images are useful for real-world
tasks, in the sense that they help train a network to perform well on real images. Ensuring this
is challenging because a graphics-based generation pipeline requires numerous design decisions,
including the selection of 3D shapes, the composition of scene layout, the application of texture, the
configuration of lighting, and the placement of the camera. These design decisions can profoundly
impact the usefulness of the generated training data, but have largely been made manually by
researchers in prior work, potentially leading to suboptimal results.
In this paper, we address the problem of automatically optimizing a generation pipeline of
synthetic 3D training data, with the explicit objective of improving the generalization performance
of a trained deep network on real images.
One idea is black-box optimization: we try a particular configuration of the pipeline, use the
pipeline to generate training images, train a deep network on these images, and evaluate the network
1This chapter is based on a join work with Jia Deng [169].
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Figure 3.1: Our hybrid gradient method. We parametrize the design decisions as a real vector β and optimize the
function of performance L with respect to β. From β to the generated training images and ground truth, we compute
the approximate gradient by averaging finite difference approximations. From training samples X to L, we compute the
analytical gradient through backpropagation with unrolled training steps.
on a validation set of real images. We can treat the performance of the trained network as a black-
box function of the configuration of the generation pipeline, and apply black-box optimization
techniques. Recent works [171, 123] have explored this exact direction. In Chapter 2, we use
genetic algorithms to optimize the 3D shapes used in the generation pipeline. In particular, we start
with a collection of simple primitive shapes such as cubes and spheres, and evolve them through
mutation and combination into complex shapes, whose fitness is determined by the generalization
performance of a trained network. We have shown that the 3D shapes evolved from scratch can
provide more useful training data than manually created 3D CAD models. Meanwhile, Ruiz et al.
[123] use black box reinforcement learning algorithms to optimize the parameters of a simulator,
and shows that their approaches converge to the optimal solution in controlled experiments and can
indeed discover good sets of parameters.
The advantage of black-box optimization is that it assumes nothing about the function being opti-
mized as long as it can be evaluated. As a result, it can be applied to any existing function, including
advanced photorealistic renderers. On the other hand, black-box optimization is computationally
expensive—knowing nothing else about the function, it needs many trials to find a reasonable update
to the current solution. In contrast, gradient-based optimization can be much more efficient by
assuming the availability of the analytical gradient, which can be efficiently computed and directly
correspond to good updates to the current solution, but the downside is that the analytical gradient
is often unavailable, especially for many advanced photorealistic renderers.
In this work, we propose a new method that optimizes the generation of 3D training data based
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on what we call “hybrid gradient”. The basic idea is to make use of the analytical gradient where
they are available, and combine them with black-box optimization for the rest of the function. We
hypothesize that hybrid gradient will lead to more efficient optimization than black-box methods
because it makes use of the partially available analytical gradient.
Concretely, if we parametrize the design decisions as a real vector β, the function mapping β
to the network performance L can decompose into two parts: (1) from the design parameters β to
the generated training images X , and (2) from the training images X to the network performance
L. The first part often does not have analytical gradient, due to the use of advanced photorealistic
renderers. We instead compute the approximate gradient by averaging finite difference approxima-
tions along random directions [90]. For the second part, we compute the analytical gradient through
backpropagation—with SGD training unrolled, the performance of the network is a differentiable
function of the training images. Then we combine the approximate gradient and the analytical
gradient to obtain the hybrid gradient of the network performance L with respect to the parameters
β, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
A key ingredient of our approach is representing design decisions as real vectors of fixed
dimensions, including the selection and composition of shapes. In Chapter 2, we have represented
3D shapes as a finite set of graphs, one for each shape. This representation is suitable for a genetic
algorithm but is incompatible with our method in this chapter. Instead, we propose to represent
3D shapes as random samples generated by a Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) [54].
To sample a 3D shape, we start with an initial shape, and repeatedly sample a production rule in
the grammar to modify it. The (conditional) probabilities of applying the production rules are
parametrized as a real vector of a fixed dimension.
Our approach is novel in multiple aspects. First, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
propose the idea of hybrid gradient, i.e. combining approximate gradient and analytical gradient,
especially in the context of optimizing the generation of 3D training data. Second, we propose a
novel integration of PCFG-based shape generation and our hybrid gradient approach.
We evaluate our approach on the task of estimating surface normal, depth and intrinsic compo-
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nents from a single image. Experiments on standard benchmarks and controlled settings show that
our approach can outperform the prior state of the art on optimizing the generation of 3D training
data, particularly in terms of computational efficiency.
3.2 Related Work
Generating 3D training data Synthetic images generated by computer graphics have been
extensively used for training deep networks for numerous tasks, including single image 3D recon-
struction [139, 58, 95, 62, 171, 17], optical flow estimation [94, 15, 46], human pose estimation [155,
23], action recognition [121], visual question answering [64], and many others [114, 91, 164, 151,
119, 120, 163]. The success of these works has demonstrated the effectiveness of synthetic images.
To ensure the relevance of the generated training data to real-world tasks, a large amount of
manual effort has been necessary, particularly in acquiring 3D assets such as shapes and scenes [17,
62, 27, 166, 58, 95, 140]. To reduce manual labor, some heuristics have been proposed to generate
3D configurations automatically. For example, Zhang et al. [175] design an approach to use the
entropy of object masks and color distribution of the rendered images to select sampled camera
poses. McCormac et al. [95] simulate gravity for physically plausible object configurations inside a
room.
Apart from simple heuristics, prior work has also performed automatic optimization of 3D
configurations towards an explicit objective. For example, Yeh et al. [172] synthesize layouts
with the target of satisfying constraints such as non-overlapping and occupation. Jiang et al. [63]
learn a probabilistic grammar model for indoor scene generation, with parameters learned using
maximum likelihood estimation on the existing 3D configurations in SUNCG [140]. Similarly,
Veeravasarapu et al. [156] tune the parameters for stochastic scene generation using generative
adversarial networks, targeting at making synthetic images indistinguishable from real images.
Qi et al. [112] synthesize 3D room layouts based on human-centric relations among furniture, to
achieve visual realism, functionality and naturalness of the scenes. However, these optimization
objectives are different from ours, which is the generalization performance of a trained network on
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real images.
In terms of generating 3D training data, the closest prior works to ours are those of [171, 65,
123]. Specifically, in Chapter 2, we use a genetic algorithm to optimize the 3D shapes used for
rendering synthetic training images. In this chapter our optimization objective is the same, except
that the optimization method is different: we leverage gradient information as opposed to using
evolution-based approach. Similarly, Meta-Sim [65] also tries to optimize 3D parameters with
REINFORCE towards better task generalization performance, and Ruiz et al. [123] learn a policy
for simulator parameters also using REINFORCE. However, they do not backpropagate analytical
gradient from the meta-objective, so their algorithms can be considered as black-box estimation by
multiple trials, with an improved efficient sampling strategy (REINFORCE). In our experiments,
we compared to an algorithm that has been shown competitive to REINFORCE in training deep
policy networks [90, 127, 141].
Unrolling and backpropagating through network training One component of our approach
is unrolling and backpropagating through the training iterations of a deep network. This is a
technique that has often been used by existing work in other contexts, including hyperparameter
optimization [89], meta-learning [1, 52, 99, 75, 41] and others [178, 25]. Our work is different in
that we apply this technique in a novel context: it is used to optimize the generation of 3D training
data, and the gradient with respect to the input images is integrated with approximate gradient to
form hybrid gradient.
Hyperparameter optimization Our method is connected to hyperparameter optimization in the
sense that we can treat the design decisions of the 3D generation pipeline as hyperparameters of the
training procedure.
Hyperparameter optimization of deep networks is typically approached as black-box optimiza-
tion [12, 11, 69, 14]. While Klatzer and Pock [67] propose a bi-level gradient-based approach for
continuous hyperparameter optimization of Support Vector Machines, but it has not been applied to
deep networks and 3D generation. Since black-box optimization does not make assumption of the
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function being optimized, it requires repeated evaluation of the function, which is expensive in this
case because it contains the process of training and evaluating a deep network. In contrast, we com-
bine the analytical gradient from backpropagation and the approximate gradient from generalized
finite difference for more efficient optimization.
Domain adaptation Researchers have also applied domain adaptation techniques to transfer the
knowledge learned from synthetic data to real data. Like domain adaptation, our method involves
data from two domains: synthetic and real. However, our setting is different: in domain adaptation,
the distribution of training data is fixed; in our setting, we are concerned about generating and
changing the distribution of training data in the source domain.
Differentiable rendering Researchers have also explored differentiable rendering engines to
obtain the gradient with respect to the input 3D content such as mesh vertices, lighting intensity
etc. [84, 66, 162, 76, 19]. Generally, they obtain the gradient through backpropagation [66, 84]
or sampling [162, 76, 19]. The differentiable renderers often assume simple surface reflectance
and illumination model, and they are typically developed for a specific 3D input format (such as
triangle meshes and directional lighting) or a specific rendering algorithm (such as path tracing).
In fact, we are not aware of any photorealistic differentiable renderer that is differentiable over a
shape parametrization that allows not only continuous deformation but also topology change. In our
method, we assume nothing about the rendering engine and obtain the gradient with respect to the
decision vector by approximation, bypassing the surface and illumination model or any rendering
algorithms. So our method is flexible and not limited by choices of graphics engines of any kind.
3.3 Problem Setup
Suppose we have a probabilistic generative pipeline. We use a deterministic function, f(β, r) to
represent the sampling operation. This function f takes the real vector β and the random seed r
as input. An image and its 3D ground truth are computed by evaluating the function f(β, r). By
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choosing n different random seeds r, we obtain a dataset of size n for training:
X = (f(β, r(1)), f(β, r(2)), · · · , f(β, r(n))) (3.1)
Then, a deep neural network with initialized weights w0 is trained on the training data X , with
the function train(w0, X) representing the optimization process and generating the weights of the
trained network.
The network is then evaluated on real data Xˆ with a validation loss leval to obtain a generalization
performance L:
L = leval(train(w0, X), Xˆ) (3.2)
Combining the above two functions, L is a function of β, and the task is to optimize this value
L with respect to the parameters β.
As we mentioned in the previous section, black-box algorithms typically need repetitive evalua-
tions of this function, which is expensive.
3.4 Approach
3.4.1 Generative Modeling of Synthetic Training Data
We decompose the function f(β, r) into two parts: 3D composition and rendering.
3D composition Context-free grammars have been used in scene generation [63, 112] and in
the parsing of the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) shapes [136] because they can represent
shapes and scenes in a flexible and composable manner. Here, we design a probabilistic context-free
grammar (PCFG) [54] to control the random generation of unlimited shapes [43].
In a PCFG, a tree is randomly sampled given a set of probabilities. Starting from a root node,
the nodes are expanded by randomly sampling probabilistic rules repeatedly until all the leaf nodes
cannot expand. Since multiple rules may apply, the parameters in a PCFG define the probability
distribution of applying different rules.
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In our PCFG, a shape is constructed by composing two other shapes through union and differ-
ence; this construction is recursively applied until all leaf nodes are a predefined set of concrete
primitive shapes (terminals). The parameters include the parameters of primitive shapes as well as
the probability of either expanding the node or replacing it with a terminal.
Given our PCFG model with the probability parameters βS , a 3D shape S can be composed by
computing a deterministic function fS given βS and a random string rS as the input:
S = fS(βS, rS) (3.3)
Rendering training images we use a graphics renderer R to render the composed shape S. The
rendering configurations P (e.g. camera poses), are also sampled from a distribution controlled by a
set of parameters βR (with a random string rR):
P = fR(βR, rR) (3.4)
Now that we have Equation 3.3 and 3.4, The full function for training data generation can be
represented as follows:
f(β, r) = R(S, P ) = R(fS(βS, rS), fR(βR, rR)) (3.5)
where β = (βR, βS) and r = (rR, rS).
By sampling different random strings r, we obtain a set of training images and their 3D ground
truth X .
3.4.2 Hybrid Gradient
After training deep network on synthetic training data X , the network is evaluated on a set of
validation images Xˆ to obtain the generalization loss L.
Recall that to compute the hybrid gradient ∂L
∂β
















Update using Hybrid Gradient
Figure 3.2: The details of using “hybrid gradient” to incrementally update β and train the network. The analytical
gradient is computed by backpropagating through unrolled training steps (colored in orange). The numerical gradient is
computed using finite difference approximation by sampling in a neighborhood of βt (colored in cyan). Then βt is
updated using hybrid gradient, and the trained network weights are retained for the next timestamp t+ 1.
the gradient of network training ∂Lt
∂X
and the gradient of image generation ∂X
∂β
, as is shown in Figure
3.2.
Analytical gradient from backpropagation We assume the network is trained on a set of pre-
viously generated training images X(1), X(2), · · · , X(n). Without loss of generality, we assume
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a batch size of 1 is used for weight update. Let
function g denote the SGD step and let ltrain denote the training loss:
w(k+1) = w(k) − η∂ltrain(w
(k), X(k))
∂w(k)
= g(w(k), X(k); ltrain, η) (3.6)
Note that the SGD step g is differentiable with respect to the network weights w(k) as well as
the training batch X(k), if our training loss ltrain is twice (sub-)differentiable. This requirement is
satisfied in most practical cases. To simplify the equation, we assume the training loss ltrain and the
learning rate η do not change during one update step of β, so the variables can be safely discarded
in the equation.
Therefore, the gradient from the generalization loss L to each sample X(k) can be computed
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Approximate gradient from finite difference For the formulation in Equation 3.5, the graphics
renderer can be a general black box and non-differentiable. We can approximate the gradient of
each rendered image with ground truth X(1), X(2), · · · with respect to the generation parameters β
using generalized finite difference. We adopt the form of [90] because this gradient approximation
algorithm in Random Search has been shown effective for training deep policy networks [90, 127,
141]. Concretely, we sample a set of noise from an uncorrelated multivariate Gaussian distribution:
δ1, δ2, · · · , δm ∼ N (0, σI) (3.9)











Incremental training Similar to what is done in Section 2.4, we incrementally train the network
w along with the update of β, instead of initializing w(1) from scratch each time. At timestamp t, we
update βt with the hybrid gradient; for network weights, we keep the trained network in timestamp
t for initialization in the next timestamp t+ 1:
βt+1 = βt − γ ∂Lt
∂βt


















Datasets We evaluate our algorithm on four different datasets, and three standard prediction tasks
for single-image 3D. The input is an RGB image and the output is pixel-wise surface normal, depth,
or albedo shading map.
Specifically, we experiment on the task of surface normal estimation on two real datasets:
MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Images Dataset (MBII) [8], which focuses on images of single objects and
NYU Depth [138], which focuses on indoor scenes. For the other two datasets, we illustrate that
our method can easily extend to other 3D setups. We experiment on the task of depth estimation on
the renderings of the scanned human faces in the Basel Face Model dataset [107], and on the task of
intrinsic image decomposition and evaluate on the renderings of ShapeNet [17] shapes.
Baselines For comparison, we implemented a black-box optimization method. Random search [3]
has been extensively explored [42, 101, 90] as a derivative-free optimization method, and Mania
et al. [90] have shown that their simple version, Basic Random Search, has comparable performance
compared to typical reinforcement learning algorithms. Therefore, we re-implemented their Basic
Random Search such that this baseline has the same setting as in our method, while the only
difference is that the gradient from the validation loss is obtained through sampling instead of hybrid
gradient. We also compare against baselines with a random β baseline in the following experiments.
In these baselines, the networks are trained on a dataset generated using multiple random but fixed
β, and the weight snapshots with the best validation performance are used to evaluate on the test set.
These two baselines, along with our hybrid gradient method, all use information from the
validation set but in a different way: hybrid gradient backpropagates the gradient of the validation
performance to update β; random search samples β to get the gradient from the validation perfor-
mance; the random β baseline fixes the dataset and uses the validation performance to select the
best network snapshot.
In all of our experiments, the network weights are updated using only synthetic images in the
training iterations, and the generalization loss is computed only on the validation split of the datasets
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Table 3.1: Ablation Study: the diagnostic experiment to compare with random but fixed β. We sample 10 values of
β in advance, and then train the networks with the same setting as in hybrid gradient. The best, median and worst
performance is reported on the test images, and the corresponding values of β are used to initialize β0 for hybrid
gradient for comparison. The results show that our approach is consistently better than the baselines with fixed β.
Summary Stats ↑ Errors ↓
≤ 11.25◦ ≤ 22.5◦ ≤ 30◦ MAE Median MSE
Fixed β
β = βbest 19.9% 52.7% 70.5% 24.0
◦ 21.5◦ 0.2282
β = βmedian 20.7% 50.9% 67.5% 24.8
◦ 22.1◦ 0.2461
β = βworst 17.9% 46.7% 64.6% 25.6
◦ 23.8◦ 0.2553
Hybrid gradient
β0 = βbest 22.7% 58.5% 73.9% 22.5
◦ 19.3◦ 0.2065
β0 = βmedian 24.0% 60.1% 75.7% 21.8
◦ 18.8◦ 0.1938
β0 = βworst 26.0% 58.6% 73.9% 22.0
◦ 19.1◦ 0.1998
mentioned above. The decision vector β is updated using RMSprop [150] for hybrid gradient.
For MBII, we use pure synthetic shapes as in Chapter 2 to render training images. We first
compare our method with ablation baselines, then show that our algorithm is better than the previous
state of the art on MBII. For NYU Depth, we base our generative model on SUNCG [140] and
augment the original 3D configurations in Zhang et al. [175]. For Basel Face Model, we sample
synthetic faces from a morphable model and evaluate on the renderings of scanned faces. For the
intrinsic image decomposition task, we sample textures from a simple procedural pipeline and attach
the synthetic textures to SUNCG shapes [140], and evaluate on renderings of ShapeNet shapes [17].
Table 3.2: Our approach compared to previous work, on the test set of MIT-Berkeley images [8]. The results show that
our approach is better than the state of the art as reported in Table 2.1.
Summary Stats ↑ Errors ↓
≤ 11.25◦ ≤ 22.5◦ ≤ 30◦ MAE Median MSE
SIRFS [8] 20.4% 53.3% 70.9% 26.2◦ — 0.2964
Evolution [171] (Implicit Function) 21.6% 55.5% 73.5% 23.3◦ — 0.2204
Evolution [171] (Mesh Implementation) 23.0% 58.3% 73.8% 22.5◦ 18.8◦ 0.2042
Basic Random Search [90] 21.9% 59.6% 74.0% 22.8◦ 19.2◦ 0.2106
Hybrid gradient 24.5% 59.3% 74.3% 22.0◦ 18.9◦ 0.1984
3.5.1 Normal Estimation on MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Images
Following Chapter 2, we recover the surface normals of an object from a single image.
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Synthetic shape generation In Section 2.3.1, a population of primitive shapes such as cylinders,
spheres and cubes are evolved and rendered to train deep networks. The evolution operators include
transformations of individual shapes and the boolean operations of shapes in Constructive Solid
Geometry (CSG) [43]. In our algorithm, we also use the CSG grammar for our PCFG:
S => E
E => C(E, T(E)) | P
C => union | subtract
P => sphere | cube | truncated_cone | tetrahedron
T => attach * rand_transl * rand_rotate * rand_scale
In this PCFG, the final shape S is generated by recursively composing (C) other shapes E with
transformations T, until primitives P are sampled at all E nodes. The parameter vector β consists of
three parts: (1) The probability of the different rules; (2) The means and variations of log-normal
distributions controlling shape primitives (P), such as the radius of the sphere; (3) The means
and variations of log-normal distributions controlling transformation parameters (T), such as scale
values. Examples of sampled shapes are shown in Figure 3.3. For the generalization loss L, we
compute the mean angle error of predictions on the training set of the MIT-Berkeley dataset.
Training setup For network training and evaluation, same as in Section 2.5.2 we train the Stacked
Hourglass Network [102] on the images, and use the standard split of the MBII dataset for the
optimization of β and testing.
We report the performance of surface normal directions with the metrics commonly used in
previous works, including mean angle error (MAE), median angle error, mean squared error (MSE),
and the proportion of pixels that normals fall in an error range (≤ N◦). See Appendix A for detailed
definitions.
Figure 3.3: Sampled shapes from our probabilistic context-free grammar, with parameters optimized using hybrid
gradient.
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Figure 3.4: Mean angle error on the test images vs. computation time, compared to two black-box optimization
baselines.
Ablation study We first sample 10 random values of β and fix those values in advance. Then, for
each β, we sample 3D shapes and render images to train a network, with the same training and
evaluation configurations as in our hybrid gradient, except that we do not update β. We then report
the best, median and worst performance of those 10 networks, and label the corresponding β as
βbest, βmedian and βworst. In hybrid gradient, we then initialize β0 from these three values, run our
algorithm, and report the performance on test images also in Table 3.1.
From the table we can observe that training with a fixed β can hardly match the performance
of our method, even with multiple trials. Instead, our hybrid gradient approach can optimize β
to a reasonable performance regardless of different initialization (βbest/median/worst). This simple
diagnostic experiment demonstrates that our algorithm is working correctly: the optimization of β
is necessary in order to generate useful synthetic images for training networks.
Comparison with the state of the art In addition to Basic Random Search as mentioned earlier,
in this experiment we also compare with Shape Evolution (Chapter 2), which is a state-of-the-art
method on MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Images.
In Shape Evolution, a population of shapes are evolved, and fitness scores for individual shapes
are computed using a network trained on an incremental dataset and evaluated on the validation
set. We compose our shapes in mesh representations, slightly different from the implicit functions
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in 2.3.1. Therefore, we re-implemented Shape Evolution with mesh representations for a fair
comparison. We initialization β from the hyper-parameters in Shape Evolution, and train the
networks and update β for the same number of steps. We then report the test performance of the
network that has the best validation performance. The results are shown in Table 3.2.
We also run the experiments on the same set of CPUs and GPUs, sum the computation time,
and plot the mean angle error (on the test set) with respect to the CPU time and GPU time Figure
3.4). We see that our algorithm is more efficient than the above baselines. This is natural, because
when computing ∂L/∂β(t) in black-box algorithms, for each sample of β(t) + δj , one needs to train
one network to evaluate the performance L, while in hybrid gradient, only a forward training pass
and a backpropagation pass for a single network are required to compute ∂L/∂X . Shapes sampled
from our optimized PCFG are shown in Figure 3.3.
3.5.2 Normal Estimation on NYU Depth
Scene perturbation We design our scene generation grammar as an augmentation of collected
SUNCG scenes [139] with the cameras from Zhang et al. [175]:
S => E,P
E => T_shapes * R_shapes * E0
P => T_camera * R_camera * P0
T_shapes => translate(x, y, z)
R_shapes => rotate(yaw, pitch, roll)
For each 3D scene S, we perturb the positions and poses of the original cameras (P0) and
shapes (E0) using random translations and rotations. The position perturbations follow a mixture
of uncorrelated Gaussians, and the perturbations for pose angles (yaw, pitch & roll) follow a
mixture of von Mises, i.e. wrapped Gaussians. The vector β consists of the parameters of the above
distributions.
Training setup Our networks are trained on synthetic images only, and evaluated on NYU Depth
V2 [138] with the same setup as in Zhang et al. [175]. For real images in our optimization pipeline,
we sample a subset of images from the standard validation images in NYU Depth V2. We initialize
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Table 3.3: The performance of the finetuned networks on the test set of NYU Depth V2 [138], compared to the original
network in [175]. The networks are trained only on the synthetic images. Without optimizing the parameters (random
β), the augmentation hurts the generalization performance. With proper search of β using hybrid gradient, we are able
to achieve better performance than the original model.
Summary Stats ↑ Errors ↓
≤ 11.25◦ ≤ 22.5◦ ≤ 30◦ Mean Median
Original [175] 24.1% 49.7% 61.5% 28.8◦ 22.7◦
Random β + [175] 23.0% 48.8% 61.3% 29.2◦ 23.2◦
Hybrid gradient + [175] 27.3% 52.5% 63.8% 28.1◦ 21.1◦
our network from the synthetically trained model in Zhang et al. [175] and initialize β0 using a small
value. To compare with random β, we construct a dataset of 40k images with a small random β for
each image. We then load the same pre-trained network and train for the same number of iterations
as in hybrid gradient. We then evaluate the networks on the test set of NYU Depth V2 [138],
following the same protocol. The results are reported in Table 3.3. Note that none of these networks
has been trained on real images except for validation, and the validation subset of real images is
only used to update the decision vector.
The numbers indicate that our parametrized generation of SUNCG augmentation exceeds the
original baseline performance. Note that the network trained with random β is worse than original
performance. This means without proper optimization of perturbation parameters, such random
augmentation may hurt generalization, demonstrating that good choices of these parameters are
crucial for generalization to real images.
3.5.3 Depth Estimation on Basel Face Model
Synthetic face generation We exploit an off-the-shelf 3DMM morphable face and expression
model [34, 181, 180] to generating human 3D models, with face and pose parameters randomly
sampled from mixtures of Gaussians or von Mises. Since the parameters for 3DMM are PCA
coefficients, we only include the first 10 principal dimensions each for geometry, texture and
expression parameters in the decision vector β, and uniformly sample for the remaining dimensions
to save disk usage.
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Training setup We train a stacked hourglass network [102] from scratch with a single-channel
output after a ReLU layer to predict the raw depth, and supervise using mean squared error. The
learning rate for the network is 0.1 and the batch size is 8.
Evaluation We evaluate on the renderings of the scanned human faces [107]. We split the 10
identities into two disjoint sets for validation and test, then use the rendering parameters provided in
the dataset to recreate the renderings as well as depth images. For each scan, there are 3 lighting
directions and 9 pose angles, creating 135 validation images and 135 test images. Example images
are shown in Figure 3.5. For depth evaluation, we use the standard metrics including the relative
difference (absolute and squared) and root mean squared error (linear, log and scale-invariant log).
The definitions are listed in Eigen et al. [39] and also detailed in Appendix A.
Synthetic faces generated from the PCFG Re-renderings of real scans
Figure 3.5: Training images generated using PCFG with 3DMM face model, and example test images.
Table 3.4: The results on the scanned faces of the Basel Face Model. Our method is able to search for the synthetic face
parameters such that the trained network can generalize better.
Relative Difference RMSE
abs sqr linear log scale inv.
Random β 0.03718 9.701× 10−3 0.1395 0.1014 0.09717
Basic Random Search [90] 0.02330 1.728× 10−3 0.0581 0.0299 0.02700
Hybrid gradient 0.02256 1.649× 10−3 0.0570 0.0293 0.02603
The results in 3.4 show that our algorithm is able to search for better β so that the network
trained on the synthetic faces and generalize better on the scanned faces.
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3.5.4 Intrinsic Image Decomposition on ShapeNet
Texture generation and rendering We design a painter’s algorithm as PCFG for generating the
textures. To generate one texture image, we paint Perlin-noise-perturbed polygons sequentially
onto a canvas, and then repeat the canvas as the final texture image. The number of repetitions and
the number of polygons follow zero-truncated Poisson distributions, the vertex coordinates follow
independent truncated Gaussian mixtures, and the number of edges in a polygon are also controlled
by sampling probabilities. All the distribution parameters are concatenated to form the decision
vector β. Example textures are shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Example textures generated using our procedural pipeline with parameters controlled by β.
The texture is then mapped onto the SUNCG shapes [140]. We choose SUNCG shapes because
they are well parametrized for texture mapping and we can easily apply our synthetic textures. We
then render the textured shapes using random directional lights as training data. For validation and
testing, we randomly render ShapeNet [17] shapes with their original textures, and randomly choose
50 as validation and 50 for test. The shapes used in validation or test are mutually exclusive.
Training We use the Stacked Hourglass Network [102] with a 4-channel output (3 for albedo, 1
for shading), and train with a learning rate of 10−4 and a batch size of 8. For supervision, we sum
the mean squared error for both albedo and shading outputs as the loss.
Evaluation We also compare with our Basic Random Search implementation and with the random
β baseline. We evaluate the performance using mean absolute error (abs), root mean squared error
(rmse) and scale-invariant rmse for albedo and shading. We also evaluate the reconstruction error of
the rendered image, even though we do not have any supervision for the reconstruction error of the
image. The results are shown in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: The results of intrinsic image decomposition on the ShapeNet renderings.
abs rmse rmse (scale inv.)
Random β
Albedo 0.157 0.198 0.175
Shading 0.118 0.132 0.095




Albedo 0.152 0.193 0.177
Shading 0.104 0.116 0.085
Reconstruction 0.134 0.166 –
Hybrid
gradient
Albedo 0.147 0.189 0.168
Shading 0.104 0.119 0.088
Reconstruction 0.118 0.150 –
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CHAPTER 4
Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Data with a Novelty Metric1
4.1 Introduction
For pixelwise 3D perception in vision and robotics, rendering synthetic images using a graphics
engine offers advantages over manually collecting and annotating real images. Synthetic rendering
has low computation cost, readily available groundtruth labels and the flexibility to adjust scene
configurations such as 3D objects, lighting, cameras and layouts. These advantages are especially
valuable when training deep neural networks for vision tasks as demonstrated by the growing body
of work exploiting synthetic data [62, 15, 144, 122, 120, 46, 93, 18, 155, 121, 95, 119, 111, 152, 77,
133].
When training with synthetic data, the variety and diversity of 3D assets are crucial. There is
often a substantial domain gap between the synthetic training setting and final the downstream task.
Thus it is important to expose the model to as much variety in the synthetic setting for better transfer
to the target task [151, 94]. To increase synthetic data diversity, several key strategies are typically
encountered in prior work:
• Manual collection of 3D assets. Manual collection of 3D assets plays a important role for prior
synthetic datasets such as scenes [140, 95, 58] and shapes [17, 166, 62, 27, 179]. One advantage
is that 3D assets collected by humans are of high quality and correspond better to real-world
distributions. However, a drawback is the significant time, labor, and expertise required to collect
data and build new assets.
1This chapter is based on a joint work with Jia Deng [170].
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• Empirical priors for randomizing 3D synthetic data. Researchers automate some of the design
choices that go into rendering synthetic data, such as automatically varying object poses, lighting
angles, texture colors and camera placement. To improve dataset quality, they encode empirical
priors to ensure the dataset is useful as a training set. For example, cameras can be automatically
generated and filtered by how much information is in the captured image [175]; objects can
be randomly arranged through gravity simulation [95, 152]. The goal of these heuristics is to
improve synthetic data quality such that the model performs better when finetuned on a task with
real-world data. As such, these heuristics incorporate our knowledge of real-world priors, which
have been shown to be helpful.
• Automatic optimization towards external objectives. An external real dataset is a good su-
pervision source for learning 3D data generation. For example, one can learn the 3D generator
by matching the synthetic distribution to a real distribution [65, 112, 156, 63, 86]. To study
the effect of network training and generalization during optimization of a synthetic generator,
researchers have also involved network training in the optimization loop as a meta-learning or
bi-level optimization scheme [171, 169, 65, 123, 20]. In these examples, an external real dataset
provides a coarse feedback signal to update the generator parameters. In these prior works,
optimization with external distributions has achieved exceptional performance when evaluated on
the same distribution.
However, in these prior works, the diversity and novelty of the data may be implicitly achieved,
but are not explicitly explored. In this chapter, we propose an alternative to the above methods,
targeting automatic synthetic dataset creation using diversity as the optimization objective. We
draw inspiration from novelty search [73]: instead of focusing on extrinsic motivation such as task
performance or distribution divergence, we only consider intrinsic motivation of a synthetic data
generator—novelty. It means a synthetic generator should always generate a new data sample that
looks different from previous ones. Once a novel sample is seen, it is no longer viewed as novel.
This novelty motivation constantly pressures the generator to be creative. As a result, compared to a
generator without such motivation, it is able to explore a broader range of synthetic samples, thus
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leading to more variety in the training data.
A natural question is how to evaluate the novelty of a training sample. In typical novelty search
literature, novelty is well defined as sparsity using Euclidean distances [98, 72]. However, it is
not trivial to define the novelty for image samples that will be used for training deep networks. In
this work, we propose a novelty metric using deep autoregressive models [153, 154, 128]. Deep
autoregressive models are generative models of 2D images that can evaluate the probability density
of an image in a distribution. Our novelty metric is then defined using the probability density of a
new synthetic image in a distribution of all previously seen synthetic images.
Data is generated through an evolutionary framework which incorporates this novelty metric.
Initially, we have a population of 3D configurations such as shapes, poses, lighting angles and
camera parameters. One configuration (genome) corresponds to a set of training samples (phenome).
An autoregressive model is then trained on all generated images and evaluate the probabilities for
each genome in the current population. The probabilities are then converted to novelty scores to
evolve the population. After each evolution epoch, the autoregressive model is finetuned on all seen
images, including previously generated ones. The population learns to shift from configurations
that generate trivial images to the ones that can produce different, novel images. After evolution,
we collect all the training samples generated along the process to train a downstream network for
3D tasks such as normal estimation or intrinsic image decomposition. The framework is shown in
Figure 4.1.
Our novelty-guided evolution framework has unique strengths. First, it is task-agnostic. Our
method does not rely on any downstream task specification such as predicting depth, normal or
intrinsic image decomposition. One only needs to design the components in the evolution domain,
such as genomes, genetic operators and evolutionary operators. Once the evolution process is
complete, we only need to render the different 3D ground truth for different downstream tasks.
Second, it employs no external datasets, compared to previous optimization methods with objectives
defined on external datasets. Priors learned from those external datasets may not generalize well,
so one needs to finetune or re-train on the new distribution if the target distribution changes. In
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comparison, the only supervision in our method is the intrinsic driving force of diversity and novelty
constraint, which does not rely on external datasets.
To illustrate how our novelty metric helps a vanilla synthetic data generator, we experiment on
shape-from-shading of a single object. We experiment in a zero-shot generalization setting: there is
no validation set; the test distribution is completely unknown. The only supervision is the novelty
metric and nothing else, and the task networks are trained only on the synthetic images and have
never seen a real image. We compare with prior supervised methods on MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic
Images [8] (MBII) to show that unsupervised method is able to achieve reasonable performance
even with zero knowledge of real data. We also test the algorithms on additional renderings of
ShapeNet [17] and Pix3D [147]. To demonstrate the flexibility of the framework, we also experiment
on intrinsic image decomposition on the Intrinsic Images in the Wild (IIW) dataset [9]. We show
that novelty-guided dataset creation is a powerful tool for producing useful synthetic 3D training
data.
In a broader context, our method contributes to synthetic data generation in a socially responsible
way. First, our method does not require external real images. As a result, our method alleviates the
privacy concerns for data collection in 3D perception, in which rich annotated 3D ground truth is
preferred. Furthermore, since randomly generated content does not correspond to real identities:
shapes and scenes are completely random and do not associate with real-world counterparts. This
perfectly avoids privacy issues in training deep networks. Second, our novelty-guided synthetic
generator can in some way provide alternatives to copyrighted content such as 3D meshes and scene
collections. It is likely that artists and designers may inspire from a novelty-guided data generator
for their own creative content. Last, we have reasons to believe our direction can potentially
resolve the biases in synthetic data. Our novelty metric has the nature of promoting diversity
in the data: underrepresented individual genomes are encouraged to stay in the population. Our












Figure 4.1: The overview of our method. We evolve a set of 3D configurations as genomes, with fitness scores defined
as novelty. The genomes are first rendered into synthetic images. The novelty is then computed by applying a deep
autoregressive model to calculate bits/subpixel for encoding the image. This indicates how novel a genome is in terms
of previously seen images.
4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Learning to Generate Synthetic Data
In our work, we optimize a synthetic 3D generator. A common direction along these lines is to
guide optimization with the objective of matching a real distribution [156, 63, 112, 65, 86]. The
parameters of the generators are directly learned from real datasets. For generating synthetic data
that are specifically for training deep networks, researchers also integrate network generalization
performance into the optimization pipeline [171, 123, 65, 20, 87, 169]. The deep network is
evaluated on an external dataset or environment to evaluate the synthetic generator. Specifically, in
Chapter 2 we evolve a set of 3D shapes while training a number of deep networks. The networks
are then evaluated on a real validation set to obtain the fitness scores for individual shapes.
However, the supervision source is only a partial observation of a true test distribution. The
synthetic distribution may become homogeneous and only resemble the observations, thus overfitting
the limited set of real images. In this work, we tackle this problem by explicitly promoting novelty
and diversity in the generation process. The generator is continuously pressured to be creative,
therefore avoiding the collapse of the synthetic distribution.
4.2.2 Novelty Search
In evolutionary computation, the general concept of novelty search has long been a useful
addition to performance optimization [143, 98, 161, 73, 72]. The key idea is promoting divergence
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and difference from others, which frequently occurs in natural evolution [73, 161]. In those works,
various diversity-rewarding novelty search algorithms have been proved effective in discovering
control policies for maze and biped walking domains.
Recent works that use deep policy networks have also applied novelty search to accelerate
policy finding [145, 31, 158, 40]. Novelty in these works is defined as behavioral diversity, which
encourages agents that behave differently from previous ones. It is computed using the average
distance between k-nearest neighbors in a well-defined parameter space.
Our work is inspired by this line of works, with the target of generating 3D synthetic data
through evolution: the 2D synthetic image is encoded as its source 3D configuration in evolution. In
this case, designing novelty metric is non-trivial, compared to prior research in which sparsity and
diversity is often well defined. As pointed out by Lehman and Stanley [73], the representation of
the encoding and the morphology plays a vital role in novelty search. In this work, we propose an
innovative method of using autoregressive models to model novelty in 3D synthetic data generation,
which has never been done in previous literature.
The most related work that uses novelty to generate interesting images is Innovation Engine by
Nguyen et al. [103]. They use Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (CPPN) to create 2D
patterns that are novel in deep network feature space. They create artistic 2D images that visually
resemble real-world objects such as “obelisk”, “mosque”, “church”. Meanwhile, their method is not
readily applicable to generating training data for 3D perception since either 3D or network training
is not involved.
4.2.3 Curiosity-driven Learning
In reinforcement learning (RL), curiosity is used as an intrinsic motivation to discover new,
novel patterns [131, 124, 132, 104, 130, 5, 10, 45, 106, 100, 146]. Compared to sparse extrinsic
rewards, intrinsic motivation is dense and is able to actively search in all interesting directions. To
some extent, our novelty score for 3D configurations can be considered as an intrinsic motivation
for the synthetic data generator. However, a core difference is that in this chapter we are learning
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a content generator that produces novel 3D configurations and renders to synthetic training data,
rather than a RL agent that learns to explore and interact with a pre-defined environment.
4.2.4 Novelty Detection
The task of novelty detection is to identify test data that differ from the training distribution.
It is typically approached as a one-class classification task of detecting the anomalies or outliers
in security-critical applications [110]. In image domain, recent works largely exploit deep models
such as deep classifiers [97], autoencoders [165, 125], Generative Adversarial Nets [115, 126,
108] and adversarial autoencoders [109, 160]. Specifically, Xia et al. [165] and Sabokrou et al.
[126] utilize the reconstruction error of an autoencoder to separate the inliers and outliers: high
reconstruction error indicates out-of-distribution samples and vice versa. Pidhorskyi et al. [109]
learns a probabilistic adversarial autoencoder to explicitly model the distribution of inliers. The
probabilities are then thresholded to detect the outliers. In these inspiring works, the focus is to
effectively detect anomalies with a discriminative or generative model; the training set is fixed when
learning the classifier.
In our work, we also compute novelty scores, but they are vastly different: the novel images
are not anomalies, but interesting valid synthetic images that are rendered by a 3D synthetic data
generator. In addition, these novel synthetic samples are added back to the training set to further
adjust the novelty model; the novelty model is constantly being updated to ignore seen images and
discover new 3D configurations, instead of serving as a static classifier as in novelty detection.
That said, our flexible pipeline allows swapping in any novelty model. This means our approach
will certainly benefit from the significant progress on novelty detection, since more accurate novelty
evaluation will better guide the evolution of 3D parameters.
4.3 Methodology
Our framework includes two main components: the evolution process and the novelty model.
The evolution process continues to generate new 3D configurations with the guidance from the
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novelty model, and the novelty model is constantly finetuned with all previously seen images in
each evolution epoch. Our full algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Novelty-Guided Evolution with Autoregressive Models
Result: A set of synthetic training data
1 begin
2 {g(0)1 , g(0)2 , · · · , g(0)n } = InitializePopulation(n);
3 M (0) = InitializePixelCNN();
4 for k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1 do // Evolution
5 {g(k)n+1, g(k)n+2, · · · , g(k)n+n′} = GeneticOperator({g(k)1 , g(k)2 , · · · , g(k)n }, n′);
6 for i = 1, 2, · · · , n+ n′ do
7 I
(k)












10 M (k+1) = train(M (k), {I(k′)i | k′ ≤ k, i ≤ n+ n′});









2 , · · · , g(k)n+n′ , f (k)n+n′)
12 end
13 return {I(k)i,j | i ≤ n+ n′, k ≤ K}
14 end
4.3.1 Evolution of 3D Configurations
We adopt the genetic algorithm: we represent a set of n 3D configurations as a population of
genomes {g1, g2, · · · , gn}. In practice, a 3D configuration gi can include 3D shape instances, the
poses of objects in a scene, background wall textures, and camera parameters. We first initialize
the population, then evolve it until a given number of images are reached. During each epoch, we
create a set of n′ offsprings using genetic operators such as mutation and crossover, then evaluate
these new configurations along with the current population of n genomes. Among n + n′ total
genomes, n are selected through evolutionary operators such as roulette. These n genomes form the
population for the next epoch.
The genetic operators of mutation and crossover can be easily adapted to the 3D configuration.
For example, crossover and mutation can be defined as boolean operations and linear transformations
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on synthetic 3D shapes (Section 2.3.1). The mutation on lighting is defined as randomly shifting
source position for point light or emitting directions for directional lighting. For genomes that
include multiple sections (shapes, lighting, cameras), crossover and mutation can be defined as
random swapping of each other’s sections and mutations on individual segments.
Our evolutionary space for 3D configurations is flexible and does not take a standard, fixed form.
In the experiment (Section 4.4) we show more detailed examples of how those are implemented for
different scenarios.
4.3.2 Phenotypes
If every scene parameter is defined in a genome gi in the population, the genome gi can uniquely
render to one single image. Our framework also allows partially defined scenes (such as only shapes
instances). In this case, gi can be rendered into multiple images (and 3D ground truth) Ii,1, Ii,2, · · ·
by randomly varying other free scene parameters r multiple times. For the i-th genome at evolution
epoch k, we render m samples as the phenotype for the genome gi:
I
(k)
i = {I(k)i,1 , I(k)i,2 , · · · , I(k)i,m} = {render(g(k)i , r(k)j ) | j = 1, 2, · · · ,m} (4.1)
4.3.3 Novelty Evaluation with Autoregressive Models
In evolution, we need to evaluate each genome and associate it with a novelty score. Such
novelty score is based on whether the corresponding rendered images (i.e. the phenotype, I(k)i ) are
novel. In novelty search with well-defined behavioral space, this can be done by computing the
average distance to neighbors in a high dimensional space, but it is not immediately applicable for
synthetic images in specific domains.
To determine whether a rendered image is novel, we use an autoregressive model [128]. It is a
specialized deep network, a generative model of images, that can be trained on a dataset and can
evaluate the probability of an incoming image. The probability can be further converted into how
many bits it needs to store for each pixel in each channel (i.e. subpixel) in average. Given a trained
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model, if an image needs larger bits to encode, more information exists in the image, which means
the image is less similar to the ones the model is trained on. Therefore, it perfectly fits our need for
evaluating the novelty. That said, our framework allows plugins of any trainable novelty model, as
mentioned in the related work (Section 4.2.4). Our choice of the model PixelCNN [128] is based on
its explainable metric (bits/subpixel) and the availability of the off-the-shelf implementation.
Given a trained PixelCNN and a genome, we simply evaluate the bits/subpixel of the corre-
sponding rendered images and use the mean as the novelty fitness.
4.3.4 Joint Update of Autoregressive Models
The evolution process relies on the autoregressive model to determine the next population. In
turn, the autoregressive model also needs to update to include the newly generated data. Recall that
we render a genome into m images by varying free scene parameters. Prior to the k-th evolution
epoch, for a population of size n with n′ offsprings, we have already rendered m(k − 1)(n+ n′) in
total. The autoregressive model M (k−1) is finetuned on all of these images. This finetuned model
M (k) is then used for novelty evaluation for the k-th population.
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Single Shape Normal Recovery
Same as in Chapter 2, we experiment on the shape-from-shading task. The input is an image
of a single shape and the output is pixelwise normal prediction. The task network is a Stacked
Hourglass Network [102]. We test our algorithm on the MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Images (MBII)
dataset [8]. In MBII, the input is real images and the ground truth normals are computed through an
optimization algorithm. For additional testing, we also render 100 shapes from ShapeNet [17] and
94 shapes from Pix3D [147].
In our method, the genotype is the shape mesh itself. The corresponding phenotype is a set
of rendered images with varied lighting and shape rotations. Initially, the population is a set of
primitive shapes such as spheres, cubes, cones and cylinders. These shapes are then combined to
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create more complex shapes in the evolutionary process. Each shape is assigned a fitness score, and
then the roulette operator is used for selecting the next population. To compute the fitness score, we
train a PixelCNN with the version from [128]. The fitness score is exactly the novelty metric, i.e.
the average bits/subpixel of the rendered images associated with each shape. Since the background
is empty pixels and always dark, we only consider the masked area when computing the average
bits/subpixel.
We then collect all the genomes throughout the evolution and render them into training samples.
The task network is then trained on all these training samples until converged. We then directly
evaluate this network on the test set of MBII and rendered ShapeNet and Pix3D images.
Baselines We compare to a line of supervised methods [8, 171, 169] that optimize their synthetic
generation process using the training split of MBII. We also compare to an ablated version of our
method by setting the novelty to a constant (No novelty). For SIRFS [8], it is an optimization-based
method with pre-defined priors. Since they have a few parameters to tune, their model needs to
be trained on the training set of MBII. For [171], it is an evolutionary approach shown in Chapter
2. In Section 2.5.2, in order to compute a fitness score for one single genome, we need to train a
task network on the generated images, and evaluate it on the MBII training set. The generalization
performance of the network is then used as fitness scores. The number of networks trained in each
epoch is the same as the population size. In this chapter, we only finetune one PixelCNN during
evolution, and train one task network on all data after evolution is finished. In Chapter 3, we have
achieved the state-of-the-art performance for this task on MBII, using an improved optimization
strategy: we propagate the validation performance on the MBII training set back to adjust the
generator parameters.
Evaluation Following prior works, we evaluate the percentage of normal prediction whose errors
are not larger than a threshold (≤ 11.25◦, ≤ 22.5◦, ≤ 30◦), mean angle error (MAE), median angle
error, and mean squared error (MSE) between the normal prediction and ground truth normal on all
pixels of the MBII test set.
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Table 4.1: The evaluation results on MBII [8]. Compared to supervised methods, we are able to achieve reasonable
results even without seeing a single image in MBII. Compared to the baseline “No novelty”, our novelty metric helps to
generate novel shapes such that the trained network can generalize better on unseen images.
Summary Stats ↑ Errors ↓
≤ 11.25◦ ≤ 22.5◦ ≤ 30◦ MAE Median MSE
Supervised
SIRFS* [8] 20.4% 53.3% 70.9% 26.2◦ — 0.2964
Shape Evolution [171] 21.6% 55.5% 73.5% 23.3◦ — 0.2204
Hybrid Gradient [169] 24.5% 59.3% 74.3% 22.0◦ 18.9◦ 0.1984
Unsupervised
No novelty 17.1% 46.7% 63.2% 27.5◦ 23.9◦ 0.3039
Novelty 19.4% 52.3% 68.4% 25.6◦ 21.6◦ 0.2697
Table 4.2: Results on ShapeNet [17] and Pix3D [147] renderings. We obtain the model from [169] and directly evaluate
on this dataset. The results show that the network trained on our synthetic dataset generalizes better.
Summary Stats ↑ Errors ↓
≤ 11.25◦ ≤ 22.5◦ ≤ 30◦ MAE Median MSE
ShapeNet
Trained Model from [169] 14.3% 41.3% 58.3% 30.1◦ 26.1◦ 0.3552
No novelty 21.0% 49.8% 66.0% 28.1◦ 22.6◦ 0.3428
Novelty 21.3% 52.2% 67.5% 27.7◦ 21.6◦ 0.3356
Pix3D
Trained Model from [169] 11.3% 36.6% 54.8% 31.2◦ 27.7◦ 0.3552
No novelty 17.8% 46.9% 62.2% 28.5◦ 23.9◦ 0.3353
Novelty 18.4% 48.1% 63.4% 28.0◦ 23.3◦ 0.3250
Results on MBII The results on MBII are listed in Table 4.1. The results of supervised methods
from Table 3.2. Note that it is an unfair comparison since the supervised methods are trained on the
training split of MBII, where they are able to learn the priors in MBII for generating synthetic data.
In contrast, our trained network has never seen an real image, but is still able to achieve reasonable
performance. The ablation “No novelty” is worse than our full pipeline, demonstrating that novelty
is able to generate better synthetic data. We show the images of most/least novel shapes in Figure
4.2 across different evolution epochs, and plot the distribution of fitnesses and the training trajectory
of PixelCNN in Figure 4.3 and 4.4.
Results on ShapeNet and Pix3D In Table 4.2, we directly use the trained model in Chapter 3
and evaluate on these two datasets. The trained model is doing worst on both datasets, indicating
that the learned priors from MBII are difficult to generalize to other datasets. In comparison, our
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full pipeline with novelty metric is able to achieve reasonable performance. Our novelty metric
always helps, regardless of choices of test datasets.
4.4.2 Intrinsic Images in the Wild
To demonstrate that our novelty-guided evolution can be easily adapted to other scenarios, we
experiment on the Intrinsic Images in the Wild [9] dataset. The task is to recover the reflectance
image given a single image as input. We use the same stacked hourglass network as the task network.
For genome, we represent a scene with a set of shapes, a set of point lights in a textured cuboid.
The shapes are sampled from ShapeNet [17]. The sampled scenes are shown in Figure 4.5.
For crossover, we combine different segments from parent genomes to create offsprings. For
mutation of shapes, the shape instances have a probability of mutating to another random shape
instance from ShapeNet. We also allow random rotation, scaling and translation of shapes inside
the cube. For mutation of lighting, we randomly adjust the position and RGB intensity of the light
source.
We evaluate the weighted human disagreement rate (WHDR) with a threshold of 10%, which
indicates how much the prediction agrees with human judgement (lower the better). The WHDR is
computed on all edges in all images in the IIW dataset. Without novelty, the task network trained
on synthetic data is able to reach a WHDR of 34.8%. After adding novelty, we are able to achieve
33.9%. Note that our task network has never seen an image in IIW. This shows that using novelty is
able to encourage the pipeline to produce more synthetic scenes that can improve the generalization
performance of the task network. We also demonstrate how novelty helps in terms of eliminating














Figure 4.2: The most and least novel shapes at different epochs in the evolution process. The PixelCNN trained on
synthetic shapes is able to assign a low novelty score for primitive shapes such as spheres and cubes, and assign a high
score for interesting compositions. Top left: input image Top left: input image. (Top right: visualization of ground truth
normals. Bottom left: mask. Bottom right: novelty score.)












Figure 4.3: The fitness distribution changes over time.
Different shades represent minimum, maximum and 25%,
50%, 75% percentiles.













Figure 4.4: The trajectory of training PixelCNN over
time.
Figure 4.5: Randomly sampled scenes in the initial population.
The objects and randomly placed inside a cube with background
textures. The light sources are point lights with random locations
and color intensity.
4.417 3.678 0.2790.788
Figure 4.6: The novelty scores for novel random
scenes. It learns to assign trivial cases with a low






Through the exploration of supervised and unsupervised learning, we conclude that our ap-
proaches in both directions have helped us improve an automatic generation pipeline to produce
useful synthetic training data.
In Chapter 2, we show initial prototypes of automatically evolving pure synthetic shapes that
can help deep networks on shape-from-shading tasks. We have introduced an algorithm to jointly
evolve 3D shapes and train a shape-from-shading network through synthetic images. We show that
our approach can achieve exceptional performance on real images without using an external shape
dataset. Our framework could also be applied to robotic tasks such as object manipulation: we
only need to change the usefulness metric of a shape, from how well a trained task network can
generalize, to how well a trained RL agent can perform in a synthetic environment.
In Chapter 3, we further formulate the problem setting for more generalized scenarios such as
human faces and indoor scenes. We have proposed hybrid gradient, a novel approach to the problem
of automatically optimizing a generation pipeline of synthetic 3D training data. We evaluate our
approach on the task of estimating surface normal, depth and intrinsic decomposition from a single
image. Our experiments show that our algorithm can outperform the prior state of the art on
optimizing the generation of 3D training data, particularly in terms of computational efficiency.
In Chapter 4, we design an unsupervised task-agnostic and dataset-agnostic approach that can
universally help a random synthetic data generator to produce more diverse images, which in turn
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implicitly help the task network to generalize.
5.2 Limitations and Future Work
This dissertation has shown promising results in optimizing an automatic synthetic generation
pipeline for 3D perception tasks. We minimize the human designs in our framework and propose
novel algorithms to optimize the generation pipeline. Meanwhile, we also need to keep in mind
that completely automatic generation of synthetic data has not been fully applied in research and
industry; we still have a long way to go in order to scale our algorithms to fit today’s computationally-
intensive deep neural networks on 3D perception tasks. There are multiple factors that can affect
the optimization of the automatic pipeline, but are not systematically studied in this dissertation.
We still need to overcome these obstacles in order to apply our algorithms to large-scale settings.
Cost of meta-optimization Although we enjoy cheaper and faster dedicated hardware for deep
learning and computer graphics, the state-of-the-art models that researchers have developed also
become larger in a faster pace. In Chapter 2, the tweaking of the generation pipeline can be seen as
meta-optimization, with rendering synthetic images and training deep networks as inner optimization.
Each outer iteration requires a large number of inner optimization, which is rendering the synthetic
dataset and training a deep network to convergence. We alleviate the cost of training and rendering
using joint training and evolution (Section 2.5.2), while this may affect the optimization landscape
for meta-optimization and could result in suboptimal performance.
In Chapter 3 we have successfully reduced the number of training instances to be as low as one,
but the cost of sampling and rendering of the synthetic generator is still large. The unrolling of
training step also requires large memory space in order to enable back-propagation over multiple
steps. Besides, a large number of sampled synthetic images are used only to compute the gradient
and are discarded afterward.
In Chapter 4 we avoid meta-optimization using unsupervised learning. In this way, we further
maximize the use of rendering: every single image rendered is included in the final dataset, and the
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only overhead is the endless training and finetuning of the novelty evaluator. Furthermore, there
is no training or evaluation of downstream task networks inside this optimization process. The
downside is that on specific datasets for specific tasks, the performance may not be as good as
supervised learning using meta-optimization.
Therefore, in the future, more efficient and faster meta-optimization algorithms need to be
developed to fully enable the potential of an automatic synthetic generation pipeline.
Capacity of a deep neural network In this dissertation, we assume the difficulty of 3D perception
mainly lies in the training data, instead of the task network capacity. For example, in Chapter 4, we
simply assume that more diverse training images will eventually help a deep network to generalize
in unseen settings. The network capacity is sufficient for the experiments in this dissertation, so
the assumption is adequate. However, the capacity may become a bottleneck when the task itself
is extremely difficult and the synthetic data design space is huge. Specifically, in an ideal setting,
synthetic samples are diverse enough to cover test examples that the deep network can encounter in
the real world. However, a deep neural network with limited capacity can not perform perfectly
on the diverse training set due to its capacity constraint. Instead, it is optimized towards average
performance. This means it is possible that endless diverse examples may harm the trained network
in terms of performance on a limited set of real test examples.
Therefore, we believe building optimal network architecture and larger deep models are as
important as developing automatic synthetic generation pipelines. They have to complement each
other in order to reach human-level 3D perception ability.
5.3 Broader Implications
As researchers, while our studies may not immediately affect the environment and society, we
bear the responsibility of our technologies in ethical, legal and social implications. Therefore, it is
necessary for us to include a discussion of what kind of effect our algorithms may potentially have
in those aspects.
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To summarize, for human-centric synthetic data generation, we firmly believe that using an
automatic synthetic pipeline will advocate privacy, creativity and fairness in 3D synthetic data
generation.
Privacy Today’s dataset collection is based on the assumption that the distribution divergence
between training and test should be minimized. This causes researchers to collect data that are close
to application scenarios. Especially for 3D perception using deep learning, large-scale datasets of
real indoor/outdoor scenes that include rich annotations are common practice. Collecting datasets
with this natural tendency can easily intrude people’s privacy and even be exploited for malicious
use, especially for 3D perception in which dense 3D ground truth may contain sensitive information.
This dissertation potentially alleviates the privacy concerns of collecting data. First, we minimize
the real-world examples in our approaches. In Chapter 2 and 3, we only require one single value from
a tiny set of real examples. In Chapter 4, we refrain from using any external data for optimizing the
synthetic generation pipeline. In addition, randomly generated synthetic content does not correspond
to any real identities. For example, our generated shapes and scenes are completely random and are
not related to any shapes or scenes in the real world. The synthetic human faces (Figure 3.5, left)
have a zero probability of corresponding to a real human. Therefore, we believe our method can
improve privacy in deep learning in general.
Creativity Careless use and collection of online CAD models can easily cause copyright in-
fringement, especially for acquiring large-scale datasets for training deep networks. Our automatic
synthetic generation pipeline can relieve such concern and provide innovation in designing 3D
shapes and scenes. In this dissertation, our novelty-based generation framework encourages auto-
matic synthesis of novel, interesting content, such as 3D meshes and scenes. The automatically
generated content can be an alternative to copyrighted content such as 3D shapes, scene collections
that are not in public domain. Artists and designers may inspire from a collection of 3D assets
generated using our method. Automatic optimization as an innovation source for artists has been
seen in prior works [29, 103].
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Fairness Datasets that generated by an automatic synthetic generator may be prone to biases,
especially when the generator is learned from partial observations of the real world. For example,
the demography of a human face dataset may impact a learned synthetic human face generator,
thus further creating hidden biases for downstream deep models. This could potentially affect our
supervised learning approaches (Chapter 2 and 3), so we should carefully choose the real datasets
when used as the supervision source.
We also point a potential direction for this. In Chapter 4, our novelty-guided evolution in
some way promotes the diversity of the data: underrepresented data are encouraged to stay in the
population to play a more important role, thus potentially reducing the biases for the networks
trained on our data.
However, we also need to be cautious about the novelty model used in this approach. A properly
designed novelty model can increase the sparsity and the diversity of the data and can potentially
reduce the bias in the generated data. Meanwhile, it is not a panacea for eliminating all biases
existing in training the deep networks, as the data, the task network, and the downstream applications
all may lead to societal implications. It is also possible that the novelty model has biases itself,
creating the deceptive delusion of such problems being solved, which is even more dangerous.
Therefore, we need to closely and thoroughly inspect the technology behind before putting our work
into production.
5.4 Summary
This dissertation is a tiny step towards our holy grail of human-level 3D perception ability. We
approach the problem using automatic generation of synthetic data, and optimize the generation
process using supervised learning and unsupervised learning methods. Multiple experiments have
shown that our approaches are promising down this path. We also discussed about limitations and
possible future work, along with research responsibility in a broader context. We firmly believe
that although there might be obstacles ahead, we are on the right path to lead to our end goal of
human-level 3D perception ability.
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APPENDIX A
Learning to Generate 3D Synthetic Data through Hybrid Gradient
A.1 Metrics
Here we detail the metrics that we used in the paper. Assume ni and n∗i are the unit normal
vector at i-th pixel (of N total) in the prediction and ground truth normal maps, respectively. di and
d∗i are depth values of the i-th pixel in the prediction and ground truth depth maps, respectively.
• Mean Angle Error (MAE): 1
N
∑
i arccos(ni · n∗i )
• Median Angle Error (MAE): median
i
[arccos(ni · n∗i )]
• Threshold δ: Percentage of ni such that arccos(ni · n∗i ) ≤ δ
• Mean Squared Error (MSE): 1
N
∑
i[arccos(ni · n∗i )]2
• Absolute Relative Difference: 1
N
∑
i |di − d∗i |/d∗i
• Squared Relative Difference: 1
N
∑












i(log di − log d∗i )2





i(log di − log d∗i · [ 1N
∑
i(log di − log d∗i )])2
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A.2 MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Image Dataset
Our decision vector β for PCFG is a 29-d vector, with 4 dimensions representing the probabilities
of sampling different primitives, 2 for sampling union or difference, 1 for whether to expand the tree
node or replace it with a terminal, 6 for translation mean/variance, 6 for scaling log mean/variance,
2 for sphere radius log mean/variance, 2 for box length mean and variance, 4 for cylinder radius and
height log mean/variance, and 2 for tetrahedron length log mean/variance.
For optimizing β, we use the mean angle error loss on the validation set as the generalization loss.
Note that some dimensions of β are constrained (such as probability needs to be non-negative), so
we simply clip the value of β to valid ranges when sampling near β for finite difference computation







Figure A.1: The test set of the MIT-Berkeley Intrinsic Images dataset.
A.3 NYU Depth V2
The decision vector β is 108-d. It includes the parameters for mixtures of Gaussians/Von Mises
for 6 degree-of-freedom (vertical, horizontal and fordinal displacement, yaw, pitch, roll rotation) for
shapes in the scene and the camera. Each mixture contains 9 parameters (3 probabilities, 3 means
and 3 variances). Examples of perturbed scenes and the original scenes are shown in Figure A.2.




Image Normals Image Normals Image Normals
Figure A.2: The original scenes in the SUNCG dataset, and our scenes with camera and objects perturbed using our
PCFG.
A.4 Basel Face Model
The decision vector β has 204 dimensions. We use an off-the-shelf 3DMM implementation1
to generate face meshes and textures for training. The 3DMM has 199 parameters for face iden-
tity, 29 for expression and 199 for texture. In implementation, we use 10 principal dimension
for face/expression/texture respectively, and randomly sample from a mixture of 3 multivariate
Gaussians. Note that the dimensions are independent, so we have a total of 183 parameters for
generating the face mesh. For the 3-dof face pose angle, we also use mixtures of 3 von Mises, which
have 21 parameters in total.
For rendering the training set, we apply a human skin subsurface model using Blender [13],
with a random white directional light uniformly distributed on −z hemisphere. For rendering the
test set (the scanned faces in the Basel Face Model), we render with the same 3 lighting angles
and 9 pose angles, and the same camera intrinsics as in the original dataset. Figure A.3 shows the
training images randomly generated by the PCFG (left) and example test images(right).
A.5 Synthetic Texture Generation for Intrinsic Image Decomposition
The decision vector β has 36 dimensions. To sample a texture, we first sample the number of
polygons using a zero-truncated Poisson distribution. For each polygon, we then sample the number
of vertices (from 3 to 6) according to the probabilities specified in β. The vertex coordinates of the
1https://github.com/YadiraF/face3d
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Synthetic faces generated from the PCFG Re-renderings of real scans
Figure A.3: Training images generated using PCFG with 3DMM face model, and 6 example images from the test set.
polygon follow mixed truncated Gaussians. The polygons are then perturbed using Perlin noise: we
first build the signed distance map to the boundary of the polygons, and then perturb the distance
using Perlin noise. Finally, we re-compute the boundary according to the distance map to produce
the perturbed polygons. These perturbed polygons are then painted onto a canvas to form a texture.
This procedure is shown in Figure A.4.
For rendering, we assume the shading is greyscale, and set up a random white directional light.
We use Blender [13] to render the albedo image and the shading image, then multiple the two
images together as the final rendered image. We render SUNCG [140] shapes using our synthetic
textures for training, and render ShapeNet [17] with original textures for validation and test. The





Training set: SUNCG shapes
rendered using synthetic textures
Test set: ShapeNet shapes
rendered using original textures
Shading Albedo Image Shading Albedo Image







































































Figure A.5: How probability distributions change over time for SUNCG perturbation parameters. The three images plot
the probability densitity of shape displacement along x, y, z axes respectively.
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